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SUMMARY 

/ Tests   on  the   use   of   X—ray   diffraction  methods   for   de— 
/ termining   surface   stress   distributions   in  notched  tensile 

/ bars   and   in  the   vicinity   of   a   welded   joint   in  aircraft 
steel   tubing are   described.     Data   on. .the   effects   of   stress 
and   degree   of   notching   on  the   principal   stresses   and  stress- 
concentration factors   for   flat   notched  tensile—test   specimens 
wore   obtained.     For   the   greater   part   the  results   confirm 
previous   analytical,  and photoelastic   determinations   of   those 
quantities.      It   was   found  that   X—ray -techniques   were   of      •    - 
JLimited value   for   determining  the   diroctioii and  magnitude" of 
residual  strosses   in weldments   since' the   condition  of-"-the 
netal  was   such as   to   prevent   an accurate   determination,   of      "' 
the   lattice  parameters. • : '   •'        - — 

INTRODUCTION 

Among • the'problems   interesting   t'ö   the   aircraft   industry 
which might   be-sub'ject   to a   commercial äpplicat iön':öf   X—räy- 
stress   measurements   are    (a)   the   distribution   of   stresses 
under   load   in'; structures   of   changing   sect ion/-or   "notched" 
sections-,   and'(b)   the   distribution   of   res'idual" stresse's   in 

Note—  A'c'ömplete and' detailed report'; on- this   investiga- 
tion   containing - information   oh  the   effects' of _ variables   in. 
the   metal   condition  and  exrbe'r imehtal   technia%ue_ on._the %—r&jr^ '_ 
measurement  '0f   stress . may" be   obtained  on. loan  from the   Office 
of Aeronautical   Intelligence   of   the   Nat ionaX. Advisory' Commit— 
teo  for  Aeronautics,   Washington  35,   D'.C."""   ' '    "    ""     '— • 
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welded structures.  While some investigations in these di- 
rections have been carried out previously, as discussed in        * 
reference 1, they are not .sufficiently extensive to reveal "• 
the general applicability of the 2—ray diffraction method 
to such problems. {" 

Consequently, of these two 'groups of problems, one 
special problem in each group was se.lectod.  Tho investiga- 
tion was particularly concerned with the reliability and 
accuracy of the stress measurements and their general use- 
fulness . 

This investigation, conducted at the Oaso School of 
Applied Science, was 'sponsored by and conducted with the 
financial-assistance of tho National Advisory Oommitteo 
for Aeronautics. 

s 

X-£AY DETERMINATION OF STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN FLAT, 

NOTCHED TENSILE TEST BARS 

Provipusj Hist ory _^i- 

Tho X—ray diffraction method of stress do-tormination 
would so-om to possess some outstanding advantages, accom- 
panied by some disadvantages'., when applied' to the. study of 
stress distribution in structural members.  Structural parts 
frequently differ in.'section, shape,' and size, sometimes 
very suddenly, resulting in a very nonuniform stress distri- 
bution close to the section change or "notch."1  This stress 
state is characterized by steep stress gradients and high 
localized stress peaks, or, "stress concentrations." 

For this reason, a study of notched flat bars subjected 
to tonsiqn was -undertaken in order to study tho merits and 
possibilities of tho X—ray method as applied to notched 
parts, particularly of metals used in aircraft. 

In relation to stress measurements in notched sections, 
the..X—ray method''has the inherent advantages•of using a 
small gage length,, of providing', a convenient method for. de- 
termining the complete stress state, and of providing a 
method for the determination of stress not only in the olas— 
tic, but also in the plastic strain regions.  Mechanical and 

•''The torm "notch" is used generally for any typo of 
sudden section changoe. 

h- 
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•phot oolast ic mothods do not permit* tho- determination .of tho 
stress in the plastic strain region. Ph-ot oolast ic moasuro— 
monts, however, enable the analysis of tho stress distribu- 
tion in the elastic stress state very accurately. Such meas- 
urements and the results of theoretical invest iga"t i.on^s may 
serve as the basis for the evaluation of the X—ray niet'hod as 
applied  to   this problem. '""'" 

Humor ous   attempts   have   "been  made   to   determine   the   'effects 
of   notches,   holes,   and   so  forth,   on  the   stress   distribution 
causod "by  elastic   loading   (so.e  reference   2).     The   discussion 
here   is   restricted  to   investigations   of   flat  and   circular 
bars,   provided with a   local  reduction  of   the   section by an 
external  notch,   and   subjected  to   pure   tension   in  the  uniform... 
sect ion.   . .      ' ' 

The   maximum value   of   longitudinal   stress   or   "stress 
peak"' which.'  is   created by  elastic   straining  of  round and. 
flat-bars"of   infinite   width and provided with  notches   of' 
hyperbolic • prof il'e   has   been   calculated by  Heuber '(reference 
3).      This   stress   peak  at   the   bottom   is   given  by   the   expres- 
sion: * i - L_ 

ffor   round bars;      S =   S    / — 
max I v 

For. fJlat- bars :        S„o_        .  „ max /  r 
d 

where 

S"':  avera/ge-tens ion   (load  divided  by  the-area   of   the   n'ötched 
'• * '•'•" se;ct ion') • ''•"•••    *•';' '-'- 

r     "radius   at   the   notch bot-tom   (apex  of   hyperbola-) :~ 

d diameter   or   width   of   the   unnotched  section   '    "'' •    -• 

These   formulas,   however,   assume   infinitely   large   bars   and,   ' 
therefore,   approximate   only  the   conditions   created by  very 
deep 'not cfces 7 .':    1-^>JL    i->l-   :•.••   .•.*••-._• i ~ ';*.:.-_.- ,c_"'_'_r    »       '"./" 

•• -     \    -.)     ••.;:•.. T-. . v.if    i:-'.    ?.•;}-•'•-.   .   , . i    ;•;:;!  ": ;}•/ _/_.-." ~'\ 'j °\x---- '  " " 

Thq ; o-f Sects.   of-v)ariQUs   fa<ctors:,   such :a.s Radius   of"."' """" 
notch,   notch .depth,'.-and ' so -fior.thi-   have   boon followed up  by 
photoolastic   investigations   on .flat  bars   of  a 'transparent 
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material-, such as iakolito, by Cokor and ffilon (roferonco 4-), 
Frocht (ref oronco-5) , and Wahl and Soouwkos (ref oronco 6). 
Tho following throo typos have boon investigated: 

. i. V—notchos of constant dopth, having various bottom 
radii (figs. 1 and 2) 

2. Semicircular notchos of various radii (figs. 3 
and 4) 

3. Slot notchos of various depths and widths having 
a half—circular bottom contour (of various radii) (figs.5 
and 6 ) 

For the first two notch typos, the distribution of the 
lateral stross has also boon datorminod (figs. 1 and 3). 

The last notch typo should approximate tho practical 
condition in notched bar tonsilo tosts whoro tho notch is 
usually a V—notch with a constant bottom radius.  Tho meas- 
urements of ffrocht evaluated for a bar of given thickness 
(= 100 percent) provided with notches of given bottom radii 
and varying depths are represented in'1 figure 6,  The stross 
concentration factor, that is, the ratio between tho peak 
stress and tho average longitudinal stress in the notched 
section, increases at first with increasing notch dopth, 
then goos through a maximum and finally decreases again 
toward tho value 1, representing uniform stress distribution 
for a notch which removes 100'porcont of the cross—sectional 
area.  The maximum valuo of tho stross concentration factor 
occurs for a notch depth of somowhoro between 20 and 50 por — 
cent, this dopth boing larger for sharper notchos. 

Regarding tho transverse stross, tho • phottralastic moaa-~ 
u r emonts indicate that a high, but localized, transverse 
stress is prosont in tho same region as tho high longitudinal 
stress peak for shallow notchos (fig., l) while a more uni- 
formly distributed transverse stress exists in a deeply 
notched sect ion' (fig. 3).  Tho transverse stress is always 
zoro at the notch bottom, as roquirod by the theory of elas- 
ticity. 

A few elastic measurements on fiat steel bars with a 
semicircular notch have been carried out by Preuss (refer- 
ence 7) (fig. 8) and by Coker and ipilon (reference 4). 
Their results are.in good agreement with those derived 
from photoelastic measurements. 
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Commercially,   tho   two—dimensional  stress   state   present 
in a  flat   bar   Is   less   important   than.the   three-dimensional' 
state   present   in a  round  bar   or   a   more   intricate' structure-;; 
Little- i-nf ormat ion   is   available   on   this   problem. 

Experiments   regarding  the   stress   distribution   in  round 
bars   have' been' carried .out   by Berg   (reference   8)   on  rubber- 
and by  Kraech'ter    (reference   9)   on   steel   bars   by  moans   of • 
X—rays . " " . ~ 

Both   investigators   agree,   according  to   figure   7,   that, 
with a   notch   of   a   g-iven bottom  radius ,   the   stress   concen- 
tration   increases   at   first   with   increasing  nofch  dopth; " 
however-,  .the   X—ray  method,   contrary  to   the   rubber   tests,     •" 
shows   a'-maximum  stress   concentration at   a   rather   shallow   -: 

notch  and  an   increasingly uniform   stress   distribution  with 
further   increasing  notch   depth.      Those   results   are   in'qual- 
itative   agreoment   with   the   photoelastic   measurements   on  flat 
bars. _     .._. '___ 

Thus   it   appears   possible   to   apply  the   information 
derived  from  tho   photoelastic   investigations "Jo  a   round bar_ 
in a   som.iq.uantitative   manner.     According  to. ITeubor    (refer- 
once   3),   the   stress   peak   in a   round bar   should bo   30   percent 
higher   than   that   in a   flat   bar   having  notches   of  .the  .same 
profile   on   the   flat   sides. .:~"   .    _ 

Material  and Procedure L -;-_  . 

Material  and  Preparation   of   the   Specimens 

The   steel used  for   the   investigation  was   commercial 
SAB   X—4130   steel.      It   was.provided   in  a   sheet   0.120'inch 
thick  through  the   courtesy   of   the American  SteeJ^and  Wife' 
Company.- ..   . »1 '   '•    ,"  ' 

The-Sheet   was   cut   into   strips   of   the   approximate   size 
desired,   pickled   down   to   0.100   inch   in  thickness!'cold- :"; 

rolled   to   0.035   inch,   annealed  at   1700°   F   for. 15&iiautes , 
and air—coo-led. . • The   cooling produced  consider^S/e   warping* 
so   the   strip-s   were, given-S   percent   strain   on fffensile 
machine   to   straighten; them.. .    fr'.    •,'''' 

•    - •       •     '  • : '.-.. ?,.-".:.-;•: c —--   frr s 
After  .this   heat, treatment   and   straighteli^g^operat ion, 

•the  -scai'e   wa-s   pickled  off  and .a   diffraction; p^W^n  was 
mado   to   determine   whother   or   not   the   grain   s^p/vas   suitable 
to   produce   sharp   lines.      It   was   found  that   th»   Xa     doublet 
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was unrosolvod indiffat in-g that the -heat treatment was -too 
severe (fig. 9).' The strips wore, thoroforo, stress re- 
lieved at various temperatures to determine the optimum 

111 

peiacuro,      u j.± J. i-aci> ion   pavii Bi'ns , vi ig.    J-u ;      were   maae   aiuer 
each   stress   relief   and   showed  that   the. most   suitable   temper- 
ature   was   1320°  F.      In   stress   relieving,   the   strips   were 
clampod "between  heavy   stool plates   to  prevent   warping,   and 
packed   in a  mixture   of   powdored  charcoal and burnt   magnesia 
to  prevent   decarburization.     The   stress  rolioving was   done 
in a   Lindberg  Cyclone   furnace.      The   samples   wore   hold at 
the   specified  temperature  for   4  hours,   thon  furnace—cooled. 
All   tomporaturos   wero   maintainod  to  +5°   F   of   the   desired 
temperature. 

The 
docarburi: 
into   tonsi    __,.   ^ ^__a   -^   
given   to   the   finishod   spocimon   to   remove   any   superficial 
cold   work   that   might   have   taken  plaoo   on   the   surface   i 
the   machining  operation. 

Tensile   tests   were   run   on   standard   size   specimens   that 
had  been  given  the   foregoing   treatment,   to   determine   the 
yield  and ultimate   strengths.      The   treatment   resulted   in a 
yield   strength   of   59,500  psi   and ultimato   strength   of   81,500 
psi.     Figure   11   shows   the   stross   strain   curvo   for   the   SA3 
X—4130   stool   in   tho   condition   in  which   it   was   used  for   tho 
tonsilo   spocimons. 

One•duralumin   spocimon   (fig.   13),   was   mado   from   24S—T 
duralumin   sheet   0.033   inch  thick.      It   was   annealed for   1 
hour   at   400°   F   in   order   to   incroaso :the   sharpnoss   of   tho 
diffraction   lines   without   appreciably  docroasing  tho   strongth. 
Tho   annealing   conditions   wore.soloctod   on   tho   basis   of   previ- 
ous   tests.     Tho   yiold   strongth   in  tho   condition  as   testod  was 
56,000  psi. 

It   was   decided  to   uso,   in   tho   stool   specimens,   a   60° 
notch,   and  to  hold  tho  ratio   of   the   notch  radius   to   the 
maximum  width  of   tho   specimen   constant.      This   ratio   was   ap- 
proximately  0.04 and  producod  theoretically   (roforonco   5)   a 
6tross   concentration  factor   of   3.5   for   tho   25-percont   notch 
and   of   approximately  2.5   for   the   5-porcent   notch   (fig.    6). 
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Two'notch depths were investigated 25 percent and 5 
percent.  The dimensions of the specimens are shown in 
figure 13. 

Since the specimen was relatively short, and since 
the tensile machine applied the load "by means of two pins 
passing through the ends of the specimen, there was some 
doubt as to whether or not the applied load would produce 
a uniform stress distribution in the unnotched portion of 
the specimen.  To overcome this difficulty, cold—rolled 
steel plates were riveted to the ends of the specimen. 
This, in effect, increased the length of the specimen and 
produced a uniform stress distribution since the loading 
pins applied the load to the plates, and not to the speci- 
men directly. " 

In the case of the duralumin specimen (fig. IS) a 60° 
notch also was used.  However, in this specimen, a higher 
stress concentration factor was used.  The ratio of the 
notch radius to -the specimen width was approximately 0.03, 
and the notch depth was 20 percent.  This set of conditions 
corresponds to a stress concentration factor of more, than 4 
(fig. 6),  It was found necessary to rivet supporting plates 
to the ends of the specimen as .in the case of the. steel 
specimens. ^ 

Straining the Tensile Specimens 

A special tensile machine (fig. 14) designtd and con— 
structed in this laboratory especially for this'investiga— 
tion by Mr. Frank Miller, was used to obtain the various 
loads on the specimens. . The load was applied through a worm— 
a'nd—screw arrangement, and transmitt ed' t o the specimen by 
means of a "calibrating bar" made from tubular 5.K1 X— 4130 
steel.  Figure IP shows the t'ensile machine in position for 
making diffraction patterns from the duralumin specimen. 
The tubular member served as a means of measurife"load.  For 
use in transmitting load to the duralumin specifen it was 
used in the hot—rolled condition, but for use with the steel 
specimens it was necessary to make it stronger, -Tor carrying 
larger loads, by annealing at 1700° F, air oool&g, and tem- 
pering at 700° F.  This heat treatment pr oduced\\roportional 
limit corresponding to a load of 3200 pounds.  Th^_tensile 
machine itself could withstand a considerably higher load. 

The change in length of. this tube; for any JE&nge in 
load was determined accurately on a standard Olfen tensile 
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machine.  It was found $hat in the hot—rolled condition, 20 
pounds produced "an'-elongation of 0.0001 inch in a 2—inch 
gage length, while in'the heat—treated condition, 37 pounds 
produced the same elongation.  The load applied to the tonsile 
test specimens during investigation "by X—rays was measured 
by noting the change" in length in a 2—inch gage length of 
this tube, and applying the foregoing calibration factors. 
To make sure that the same load was appliod to the calibrat- 
ing bar as to the specimen, they were connected in series. 
Tho olongation of the calibrating bar was measurod with an 
Olsen gage, reading in ten—thousandths of an inch. 

The tonsile machine was equipped to produce a vertical 
movement of the specimen of 1 inch and also a complote rota- 
tion df the spocimon about the horizontal axis of  tho ma- 
chine . 

On both stool specimens tho first load was chosen in 
such a way that the poak stress would be approximately 
oqual to the yield strength.  Since tho yield strength was- 
59,500 psi, and the stress concentration factor was 3.5, 
tho first load corresponded to an avorago stress of 17,000 
psi.  Tho second -load on tho steel specimens was solocted 
in such a way that there would bo plastic flow at tho notch 
bottom.  If plastic flow occurs, thero are rosidual stresses 
after unloading^ so after tho stress distribution correspond- 
ing to tho socond load was analyzed by means of diffraction 
patterns, the specimen was unloaded and tho rosidual stresses 
wero studied.  Tho third load on tho stool spocimons was 
choson in such a way that tho avorago stress was greater than 
the yield strength, and thus, so that tho wholo sample had 
yielded.  However, certain difficulties -aroae in tho case of 
the spocimon with tho 5—percent notch, so that this load 
could not bo attained.  Tho final load for this specimen was, 
however , near tho yiold strength. ;Sinco tho third load also 
caused rjysidual strossos, a fifth seriös of patterns was. 
made to analyze tho rosidual stress state of oach specimen.' 

All throe loads for tho duralumin spocimon woro choson 
such that the avorago stross was bolow tho yiold strongth 
for tho duralumin.  Thoy corresponded to avorago strossos 
of 4300, 12,000, 33,700 psi. 

After tho application of tho socond load of 50,000 psi 
average stress to the 25—porcont nqtch stool spocimon, which 
was tho first to bo investigated, and after both tho strains 
under load and tho rosidual strains had boon measured, a 
question arose as to tho possibility of a docroaso in load 
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whon  tho   spocimca. ,was fcopt   ijv &   stato   of   strain  ovor   such a 
long poriod  of   t iao.. as. is" no'cossary f or' X—ray' 'S'tross. iaeasu.ro—; 
Eonts.     Mechanical  tests   showed  ttiät 'creep   is  very, pronounced 
in  SA3   X—4130   stool,   "but;   that   no.' creep-.occurs"-at   a   load  which 
is   15  percent   loss   than  tho' Easinua  load to  which tho   spoci— 
son has   been previously   subjected.     Uhus,   to  avoid possible 
chnngos   of   load  during  X— ray 'neasuro nontax-the   following 
general  procoduro  was   usod.     Tho   dosirod load was  appliod, 
and  then hacked   off  "by  15  por.cent   "before   EJaking  tho   X—ray 
exposures.     To  find what   tho   stroös   distribution would havo 
boon at   the   dosirod  load,   elastic  strassos.corresponding to 
tho   15-percont   decroaso   of   load were  added to   tho  aoasurod 
stressos ."•••-•- .. 

; ••   ' X—ray  Tech.niq.uo     ' '"" ' "   -        •::.--.•;--- 

Cobalt  X—radiation   is  roconmonded for  back—ro"fl"oct ion'""^ 
work   on   stool's";   while   copper   X—radiation   is'  best   sult'ed  for 
aluninun and  its   alloys.      Consequently,   in  naking the   dif- 
fraction pat.torns   fron  tho   stool  tonsilo  bars,   a  Coolidgo 
wator—cooled  cobalt   target   X—ray  t.ubo  was   used  for   the   pro- 
duction  of   the  X—ray bean and"a  Fhillips—Motallix  diffrac- 
tion  tube  with a   copper "target   was  used for   the   duralunin 
specimen.     Both tube's   wore .operated at  35  kilöyolts,   but 
the   cobalt   tube  required  10   nillianpcres,   whilo 'the   coppor    "' 
tube   could  be   operated at   20  inillianperes .. -'    • 

In  the   investigataon of   the   steel  specimens ,   caaoTas 
of   the.',Sachs   back'—reflect ion  type   wore  used   (fig.   16). 
Those""canbraa   wore   designed and' constructed along v/ith  tho 
plate   on  which  thoy  are   nountod   (described  later)   in.  this 
laboratory   especially  for   this   work by Mr.   Frank Miller. 
They   qo.ns''is;tbd  of   a- flat   circular   cassette   nountsd  normally 
on. a^'no'ilöw"'axle .''   The   fiIn," with a. holo   punched   in   tho 
center "and prötoetö-d by black paper,   was   hold   in  the 'cassette 
by  means'"of" a  netdl  plate.     Tho   plate   was   provided with ports 
for'   the   passage' of   tho   X—rays . "• - ":"*   ".    '•<•••• 

The   ca"ssotto-  was   nountod  on  grooved rollers   which'were~ 
fastened   on a' p-late.   • The .plate, was   adjustable, with'"respect: 
to  the.X—r.ay  tube   in  horizontal and vertical' 'Ja'oVe'mont ,• and 
in.  angle   of   ih'clina't ion with  tiis  S-ray .tube...    By  moans   of 
these   adjustment's ,'"it -was -.pprss. ible :£o,fpä.ss"';th.e;"Bai3ti:be'am   of 

,X—r'ays   emanating "fr-'om' the .tube •through the jöih'hale   syötens.' • 
The  roller   bear lags--'permitted full   rotation'  of   the 'cassette- 
about   tho   X—ray boa* as   an .axis.- The   pihhb"ler   systo*   (fi'J."16) 
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was held in a "brass sleeve -tha'-t fit snugly into the hollow 
axle of the cassette.  The forward pinhole waa 1 millimeter 
in diameter and v?as 2'inc'hes frön the target.  The result- 
ant' beam was collimated to 0.1Ö inch by means of a colli— 
mating pinhole; IF millimeters 'in diameter placed la" inches 
from the forward pinhole.  The film to specimen distance 

was 3a inches-. Figure   17 shows the platte and the cassette 
with, the pi.nh.ole system in position. 

After the. first picture was taken, it was found that 
the silver calibration substance was too large grained to 
produce a uniform diffraction ring (fig. IS).  It was nee-* 
essary, therefore, to rock the film in, order to obtain an 
accurately measurable silver ring.  A rocking device was 
attached to the .plate that held the cassette,  The device 
gave a rocking motion of +100 to the cassette.  By releas- 
ing the cam action, it was possible to give the cassette 
a full 360° rotation.  figure 17 shows the cassette with 
the rocking mechanism attached. 

In the case of the duralumin investigation the same 
type of camera was used (fig-. 15) .  It was found that the 
duralumin was of such a grain size that- rocking did not 
improve the pattern, and hexice no roc-king device was at- 
tached.  The pinhole system which was used for the inves- 
tigation of this specimen, was essentially the Bane as that 
used for the steel specimens, giving the same focusing con- 
ditions, but, the pinholes were smaller.  The forward pin- 
hole was 0.025 inch in- diamoter, and the second pinhole 
collimated the beam to 0.075—inch diameter at the specimen 
surface. 

The  position of the X—ray beam on the surface of the 
specimen, \*here measurements were to be made, was located 
by placing a fluorescent screen across the notch.  The screen 
was graduated in tenths of an inch by means of an X—ray- 
opaque ink.  By locating the beam between successive gradu- 
ations, its position relative to the sample could be deter- 
mined.  The thickness of the screen was taken into account 
when the specimen was in position for the oblique pictures. 

Since the strain in the metal immediately adjacent to 
the notch bottom was of  particular interest, attempts were 
made to produce patterns 0„05 inch from the notch bottom. 
'.?ith a beam 0.10-inch in diameter, the X-ray- pat tern yielded 
Irregular results in this   region, and usually stresses close 
to the average.  This failure to register stress concentra- 
tion might be explained by the fact that such stress concen— 
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tration occurs -o-nly within^ a-^s mallpart . pf.. the, .exposed area 
and posses-se.s a large^jgradvent.  Such stresses, apparently 
have little., influence on- .the* stress' pattjer'n, and their ef—' 
fects are unconsciously dis.xejta.rded in visual, measurement s. 
Some attempts werBy.ma.4e,. t.o jR.ea.sure the peak" stresses by 
restricting the.-beam t o-.O. 02'-inch, hut with so small a "beam 
24— hour exposures failed; fo~poduoe measurable patterns. 
Because 24—hour exposures, arte, not commercially useful 
attempts in this directio.ru were abandoned. 

The (400) plane of silver produces  K   rings slightly 

greater in diameter than the .rings produced by the (310) 
plane of iron, using cobalt radiation.  It was decided to 
use silver as the calibration material (etalon) for the 
determination of the lattice. parameter of th9 steel speci~ 
mens.  ^he silver was used in the form of chemically pure 
Hallinckrodt silver metal powder, a. precipitated analytical 
-reagent.  It was found that.the eilvet., when applied across 
the notch of the specimen in-the- form'of'. strips , produced 
silver diffract ion- lines that- were., either: too ' dark or too 
light (fig. 19). -For that reason ,'. the" etaloh'was app^liea 
uniformly to the sticky side of cellulose tap.e , wb.ich.~was 
then glued to the specimen by means of glyptol with the 
silver in contact with the.'ßpeciiaen.  This method also pro- 
duced a protective coating for the specimen which prevented 
the corrosion of. the;- spec-iman-. surf ace . 

3?or the duralumin test bar , gold powder (minus 300 
mesh and 999.9 fine) was .used , a a. .the .calibration netal. 
It was supplied thr ough the.; geher.os.ity of Handy and Harman 
of Uew York.  The method of Eygplication was the same as 
for the application of the.silvor powder ,_   with the ex- 
ception, that shellac was Used to hold the cellulose tape 
to the specimen.  The shellac 'was allowed to dry partially 
before the cellulose. tape -was .applie.d.  Several trials were 
necessary to get the gold.powder of.the right thickness to 
produce diffraction lines of .the .'sam.e\ intöns ity as those 
of the duralumin (fig. 20\....    •'..   '    ,_ .     *   • " 

Assuming, that the two principal'stresses in the surface 
of the notched bar are always parallel and perpendicular to 
the longitudinal axis, three exposures in different direc- 
tions must'be • taken in. ord«r, to, determi.ne, the complete stress 
state at .aach po.iAtv • •-One._of these: eicposjires is usually made 
with the -Si-ray.-beau• p.er Jendicular lb." the ' surface , while the 
other two are oblique f and' jLn the planes formed by the normal 
direction an-d.th.e. .loitg-it^dinal aiid..trä.ri,sv.ersie' axes, respec- 
tively. 
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The stress state was determined-'at five points across 
the spe.pimen at the bbttam of the notch.  The stress state 
was assumed' to "be symmetrical about'.the longitudinal center 
line, so that the distribution of s'tre'sses over only half 
the width of the npt.che.d section" was' sufficient.  These po- 
sitions are shown in! figure 13.  For the duralumin specimen, 
the sane assumptions' were made, hut only four positions 
were studied (fig. 13).  For the 'oblique exposures, 45° was 
chosen as the angle' between the surface and the incident 
beam for, the steel specimens. 

That part of the ra,diation from the target was used 
which made 6° with the horizontal plane perpendicular to 
the X—ray tube.  Appropriate templets were made so that 
the specimen might be tilted to the proper angle to make 
the desired angle with the X—ray beam. 

For the normal pictures, a templet of 90o — 6°, or 
84°, with the horizontal was used.  For the transverse 
patterns, a templet of 45° — 6°, or 39°, was used, and 
for the longitudinal pictures, the templet angle was 
90° -4°, or 86 .  The templets were made of co3d-rolled 
sheet and were such that when the flat side of the tensile 
specimen touched the inclined edge of the templet, the 
specimen was in the proper position. 

In making the normal patterns, both the longitudinal 
and the transverse axes of the specimen were normal to the 
X—ray beam.  For the oblique pattern necessary for deter- 
mining the longitudinal stress, the'longitudinal axis of 
the specimen was inclined 45° to ' t he- X-~ray beam, while the 
transverse axis was perpendicular tö"lt (fig. 21) and simi- 
larly for the oblique pattern necessary for determining the 
transverse stress (fig. 22). 

All five positions across half the notch (fig. 13) wore 
taken for one load and one orientation before the specimen 
was reoriented.  For producing the patterns at different po- 
sitions on the specimen, since the beam could not bo raised 
a: 
ti 

machine. 

»itions on the specimen, since the beam could not bo raised 
ind lowered, the specimen was raised or lowered with respect 
;o the beam by means of the vertic'a'l adjustment on the tensili 

After the five exposures for one orientation of one par- 
ticular load were completed, the specimen was unloaded, and 
reoriented.  It.'.was then reloaded -'to the same load, and dif- 
fraction patterns ;*ere made at the 'same positions.  This 
process was repeated until the thtfee patterns for each of 
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the five positions f.or orte load were finished.  The procedure 
was then repeated' for ther next' Toad. 

In exposing the filia for the normal patterns, full ro- 
tation of the film was used. 'For the patterns made with 
oblique incidence, the film was rocked +10° about its axis. 

Thirty degrees was chosen, as the angle of oblique in- 
cidence for the duralumin specimen.  The method of specimen 
orientation was approximately the same, hut the method of 
producing the diffraction patterns' was slightly different. 
The chief difference occurred in the procedure for making 
the oblique patterns.  Since the work on the duralumin 
specimen preceded the work on the steel specimens, not all 
the factors influencing the accuracy (reference 1) had been 
studied.  In view of this fact, the following is the proce- 
dure that was used for the duralumin specimen.  With the 
beam at normal incidence, the pattern was obtained in a 
single exposure (fig. 23a).  For oblique incidence, that 
part of the beam farthest displaced from the normal wae 
used (fig. 23b) in order to improve the'accuracy.  The re- 
mainder of the rays were blocked out with a lead baffle. 
This required two exposures with the film in two positions 
180° apart in order to obtain diametrically opposed segments 
for measuring. .'*••• 

In the steel sample investigation, both sides of the 
diffraction ring were obtained in one exposure by placing 
the film ..in such a position that each side fell on the 
focusing sphere at the intersection of the cone, of diffrac- 
tion and -the--focusing sphere. .>•••.•_ 

Since the area of the specimen covered by -the X—ray 
beam was of finite size, and since, for the oblique patterns, 
the specimen was inclined to the incident beam, the siuple 
focusing conditions oft£e normal patterns (fig. 23a) were 
not obtainable.  The incident beam did not pass along a 
major diameter of the sphere, but along one of the minor 
diameters- (fig. 24a).  Therefore, there was only one position 
of the film-in which'any tvo diametrically opposite points of 
the dif f racljeA 'cone intersected the ;'f ocus ing  sphere at equal 
distances from the • specimen' (fig.. "2"4b) .  Por the specimen 
orientation for determining transverse stress, the position 
of the film was such' that the' longitudinal axis of the film 
was parallel to the longitudinal axis of the specimen, while 
for the specimen orientation for determining longitudinal 
stress, the position was'such that the longitudinal axis of 
the film was parallel to the transverse axis of the specimen. 
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In "both, cases , the f ilia' to specimen distance was the same 
as that for normal incidence.  Although the rocking neces- 
sary to eliminate spottiness of the diffraction lines in- 
troduced an, error "because of the fact that this position 
was changed, the error was slight'. .The rocking was only 
10° on either side of the true position so 'that the dis- 
placement of the line due to the effect of a strain in 
a slightly different direction was'not great.  Jor the nor- 
mal patterns' for the steel 'specimens, the' same focusing 
conditions', were' used as were used in the case of the' dural- 
umin specimen (fig. 23a). 

In xaaking the diffraction patterns for-the steel speci- 
men exposure times of 25 to 30 minutes' gave easily measur- 
able films.  It was thought that if the exposures had "been 
made with an X—ray tube having "beryllium Windows instead' of 
the conventional Linndeman glass, the exposure time might 
have "been reduced to 10 minutes or less.  The duralumin 
patterns required exposure times of 4~ hours.  This long 
posure time might "be accounted for partially "by the small 

naae vizn.  an x-ray tuoe navmg oeryxxium wmaows mswaa 
the conventional Linndeman glass, the exposure time might 
have "been reduced to 10 minutes or less.  The duralumin 
patterns required exposure times of 4— hours.  This long ex- 
posure time might "be accounted for partially "by the small 

f the "pinholes, the extremely fine grained condition 
metal and an irregular metallic deposit on the Linnde— 

««,«. windows of the X—ray tube. 

Agfa nonscreen X—ray film was used in both cases.  It 
was developed in Eastman X—ray developer from 2g- to 4 min- 
utes depending upon the temperature of the' developer.  Al- 
though no' atfrempt ;was made to control the temperature during 
the expos'ure time,it did not vary more than ±4° 0 • of 25° Ö. 

The films were fixed in Eastman X—ray -f-i-xe'r for about 
20 minutes, then washed and dried in a horizontal position 
to prevent uneven shrinkage' "in the direction of measurement. 

'•' i' ' 

Stress Calculations 

Diffraction patterns for the steel specimens were neae— 
u r e d. with a comparator' (fig. 25) consisting mainly of 'a 
.metric scale and a'sLiding indicator carrying a vernier. 
The indicator- rested almost directly on the film, thus 
avoiding para'llax.  Reflected light from beneath the film 
was usf>d to illuminate the film.  By. this technique film 
expansion because of heating was eliminated.  Readings to 
0.01 centimeter were,obtainable directly from the"comparator, 
and readings to Ö .ÖÖ3';ceht imeter could be obtained by aver- 
aging a sufficient- number of readings.. 
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In  measuring, the   duralumin  diffraction patterns,   a 
slightly  different--comparator   wa's  ug'ed.  ~ It   was   capable   of 
giving readings   to" O'.OOl   centimeter.     A   sketch  of  the   com- 
parator   appears   in  figure   26.     A   series   of   settings   was 
made   with  the   indicator   on   each  line  until a   consistent  . 
value   was   obtained.      Three   series were   considered   sufficient 
for   each film .to   obtain an accurate  average. 

3ach film was   checked using  the   same   technique.      In 
more" than half   the  total  number   of   cases,, a   single   check 
was   sufficient   to   show  the   correctness   of  the  value.      In 
the  remainder   of   the   cases,   the  process   was  repeated until 
consistent   values  were   obtained.     When  the   lattice  parame- 
ters   , agreed  to   vrithin  0.00010  angstrom.units,   the   values 
were   averaged. •   ~- 

The   checks   were  usually  made   on  different   days, and   it 
was   seen  that   temperature  and  humidity variations   had   little_ 
effect   on   the   measured   lattice   parameter. 

The   duralumin   strain patterns .were   measured  on  the   com- 
parator    (fig.   26)   mentioned previously.     "3ach  film was' meas- 
ured  six times  and an arithmetic  mean "taken as   the  true 
value. ' "-      - 

In  calculating  the   lattice   parameter -for   steel .the  fol-r 
lowing   method -was-  used" ' " ' ' \r '.    • • 

The   diameters   of.  the   iron  and   silver   rings .were,   fj.ou.nd 
by -»ubtir^cjt'i'ng r-6h'e   rvead'i'ngs   obta'ine'd at'  each  end   of "the" 
film.     The   ratio   of   the   silver   diameter   to   the' iro'n .diame- 
ter      (DA„/D-p   )     was   found by   the  use   of   five—place   log 

tables.     Prom  this .ratio,   the   lattice, parameter   from  each 
film was   found  graphically fro-m  the   plot   shown   in figure 
27a.    (This   graph was   read to   0.00001  angstrom units.) 

The   same   method \-ras   used"£or   the   duralumin   specimen, 
with  the   exception  that   gold .was  used as   the   calibration 
material.*    The  ra.tio 'of .theVd'ianet'ers  was   then.•• S).   /D_   . 

The   lattice   parameter   was   determined by  means   of   the 
group •s'howh  in''f ijurB"'2-7b'. •;';•'   --•': -•'• •'' ••'•'•' '   ^    »''**'""'*'**' \ .-i      •• 

•: 'Thö: 'lattice- pa^Vmet'ers- 'of   three   f ilkV w"er "e''Us>U to. " ." _.~ 
determine   the-' 'stress'- -sta-te'' at   each point',   as   f oiloyro/'   /'*     *. 

j?or the longitudinal or transverse stress, the normal 
and longitudinal or transverse parameters were substituted 
in the  formula; -   =-— 
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-  /^».o.^'t^^n 

••(• CO 

E 

(1   +   7)    ske$ 

where 

SL,T 

(ao>L,T 

ovn (A0) 

E 

7 

longitudinal or' transverse stress 

parameter which is oblique to the longitudinal or 
transverse direction 

normal lattice parameter 

modulus of elasticity 

Poisson's ratio 

$      angle between the surface and the oblique incident 
beam 

..  The modulus of elasticity for steel was taken as 
!•• = 29,000,000,  Foiseon's ratio as  7 = 0.284, and $ 
was 4P°. 

For duralumin, the modulus of elasticity was taken as 
E = 11 000, 000,  Poisson's ratio" was  7 = 0.34,  and 0 
was 39 . 

Since everything, except  S^,  (A0)i  
and  (Ao)n»  

is 

constant, the formula reduces to: 

S -  C(A0)L-(A0)n]K 

The constant  K  was evaluated as 

IP,800,000 for the X—4130. steel specimens, and 
4,670,000 for'the duralumin specimen 

Therefore, by multiplying the'parameter difference by 
K  the stress could be computed directly.  The accuracy of 
the lattice parameter.measurements as well as the accuracy 
of the '• cons tant s warranted only slide rule accuracy'in this 
last calculation. '  • • - - 
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If the .calculated s'tress was posit i've',-the stress was 
considered ta be tension. 'If it was negative, it was con- 
sidered as compression. 

• •    •" ' • i-  .  •,   "•'.•*. -   - -' 

Corrections were then applied to the calculated stress 
values of the steel specimens.   v ••••.-...  • 

These corrections were calculated from the following 
formulas: 

Longitudinal stress 

.        (SL)T   =   (SL)C •+   0,056    (SL)0 -   0.030   (ST)0 

Transverse   stress 

(ST)T   »   (ST)0  -   0.030   (Sl)0   +   0.0F6    (S^ 

where > . \ •      , 

(ST)m        true   longitudinal   stress 
jjr 'j,1 " * J, . . •, . •      •    * * 

•     - • ••*••• 

(SL)C        calculated   longitudinal   stress 

(S„)2-" 'true   transverse   stress'    * --'- 
T'T-  •     •••.'•'    --   ; ' ...  -._ . 

(S„)„ -; calculated transverse stress ~'    "~~7 
I' C ........ ;   :.,.'. '      •' 

The stresses for the duralumin specimen appear in 
table I and are plotted in figures 28 to 33.  The stresses 
for rthe..ste.el-specimens appear, in tables'II and III -and "are 
plotted in -figures 34. to 46, ••• •.*: •.--:-• 

'" ' .  .       ........    I     •-. •     ...  __• ••;      * •• r 

— • IfESiliseat al_Eejsult s ••••;.: 

The X-ray diffraction patterns pe'rmit the determination, 
for each set of three exposures in different directions, of 
t.he surface -stresses in the 'longitudinal and transverse direc- 
ted uV.-.. The. .invesjti-ga t A pn^yaB limited to a number of points 
on, the surface in th« notched section for a' given specimen 
under, given, c_on-d.it ionsT af~straining.  The individual values"'- 
of stress are assembled*.into the respective' distribution 
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curves of the' lon^tuctinsl'and the t'rahs've'r's'e- (or lateral) 
stresses, for -each' condition invest.igat-ed (figs. 28 td '4ß)m 

A considerable importance is ascribed both to the longi- 
tudinal and to the t'r'an's verse stresses in 'rela;t'i'on to the 
theory of failure of metals, i-ri particular to the theory of 
failure o.f .brittle metals.,  Regarding the longitudinal stress, 
the most significant feature' is the maximum value or'stress 
peak, as previously discussed, whale it is the average-value 
of transverse stress which is of major importance. 

In discussing the results of this investigation, it 
must be kept .in mind constantly that the measured, values are 
surface stresses' only" and it is subject of considerable 
argument as to their significance regarding the stress state 
in the interior of the metal. 

Duralumin 

One duralumin specimen was investigated, illustrating 
the change of the stress pattern on loading through the 
elastic range (figs. 28 and 29) up to a load halfway between 
that expected of yielding at the notch bottomland that for 
total yielding (table I).  The yield strength of the metal 
was P6,000-psi, the stress concentration factor approximate- 
ly 4. 

57he distributions of the longitudinal and transverse 
stress under a presumably elastic load (figs, 28 and 29) 
agree with the expected stress--distributions,  Figure 31 
illustrates the general trend of the stress pattern occurring 
after and during plastic flow in notched tensile specimens 
(reference 10). 

However, the accuracy of the stress pattern for purely 
elastic conditions was revealed by the X—ray measurements. 
It would be necessary to increase the number of exposures a 
prohibitive extent in order to draw .an accurate trend curve 
through the experimental points.  Pui^t'-hermore, X—rays are 
apparently not suitable for the determination of a very steep 
stress gradient, as will be discussed late,!?.. 

The distribution of longitudinal ' gtr'Qs sx under an averse8 

load' stress, o.f 33,700 psi, or £0 percent ,,cf £he yield strength, 
(fig. 30) iliustrates one point in the spread"pf plastic flow 
from the notch bottom to the center of .the specimen, resulting 
in a considerable decrease of the'stress'concentration at the 
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notch "bottom. •• Also, the distribution of the longitudinal 
stres-s does not conform, to that' expected, in that fche stress' 
at the notch "bottom is d.ef inite.ly less than the stress at 
that point at the moment of yielding.  This may" be^ due to 
an effect- of creep- similar to relaxation,    _,_        _i-. ' 

This stress pattern rather, corresponds to' that of the 
specimen loaded up to an. average stress of 43,000 psi and' ",' 
unloaded to the actual average stress of 33,700  psi.  As—"' ' 
suming, that such an unloading by- 10,000 psi average stress 
creates" .'only elastic stresses of three—fourths the amount 
shown. ..in figure' 29, the' assumed stress distribution under a • . 
load . o'if 4.3,000 psi a/verage would be obtained from the actual- 
distribution, under the load, of 33,700 psi (fig. 30) plus 
approximately three—fourths of the stresses under the load 
corresponding' to. 12,000.psi average (fig.' 29), ; A test "of' 
this.type; on steel yielded a stress distribution (f.ig, 34a1) • -' 
quite 'similar to that obtained on the duralum'in spe'cime'ri 
which" was subjected to the high load for a long time. 

.  ' •' " - .    •        :.••   i. t. i ••   ...  • - . 

The residual 'stress distribution curve ' (f ig. 32) agrees •' 
well with that expected, in that it can be constructed'-'from 
the curve corresponding to a load of '33; 700 psi .average by 
subtracting a hypothetical elastic stress distribution for ~ 
the same load (fig. 33).  In the; process of 'unloading" to 
zero load, there should be some plastic flow at "the notch ' *•' 
bottom.  The peak stress of the elastic distributfortj whicH ' 
must ,be. subtracted tto represent the process of unloading, is 
very"ijiigh.  £f 'itis: greater than twice the yield Btfength, 
then the "yield strength i'n compression will be reached before 
complete'.'unloading has occurred,' and'plastic flow will take ' 
place,1; "Äowever, this effect' should be' insignificant insofar ' 
as ijrtölates 'tö"the| general shape of the residual "stress" * :'"" 
pattern'^ «äxeepii fbr';the points in the immediate 'vicinity, of 
the'hötöh.bottom which cannot be investigated readily "by" 
X—ray,stress measurement. 

" • .u • . I  I      •   -, 

-.*-.*,**-•"•* ' s 
r - • • ".    -..*.— -- 

.',".':;;::"'~. \.~:\  /SAE x-4130'steei ••:.*.-.-7 

Two stfel'specimens,'provided with' notches'of•P and 
25_percent, respectively, were investigated in some detail» 

The stress distribution of the 25*percent notch speci- 
men under a presumably elastic.load was not determined ac- 
curately...".V;The study ofv t'his'load was the fiTst_a_ttemp't in 
this. d;lre'pt.iont so. far. as steel'5 specimens' were cön~cer~nea, ' • *,; ' 
and" the' calculated' values scattered' to a larger extent fhan '•' 
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those of later determinations, yielding-no definite stress 
pattern.  This scattering was attributed to the spottiness 
of the diffraction lines "because of mechanical difficulties 
in the rocking mechanism of the camera.  The absence of a 
definite stress peak in these tests (table II) might be 
attributed, also, to the fundamental difficulty that steep 
stress gradients are likely to be missed by X—ray stress 
determinations.  This will be discussed in more detail.' 

Longitudinal stress for 35—percent notched specimen. 
The longitudinal stress distribution for the 50,000 psi 
average load on the 36-percent notched specimen (fig. 34a) 
is in good agreement with the theoretical.distribution.  The 
spread of the stress peak toward  the center of the specimen 
indicated that the metal at the notch bottom had flowed 
plastically, while the metal in the center of the specimen 
was still under an entirely elastic, strain.  This is verified 
by the diffraction patterns for this, series of tests (fig. 47), 
which became blurred in the vicinity of the notch, while they 
remained sharp in the center .of the .specimen.  Since the metal 
at'the very, notch 'bottom showed a stress of approximately the 
yield strength, 'it might be assumed 'that the extent of plas.tic 
flow waö limited, I<£   the metal flow had been extensive,, the 
möfal adjacent to the notch would have strain hardened, and- 
would, have been capable of bearing a' stress .in excess, of -t.hje 
yielfl.- 'strength' of' 59,500 psi.' :' "' '^.i^ 

, The longitudinal residual stress distribution for, the,... 
$p;O00-  psi av'er'age' load is shown in figure 36a,. Residual.. ' -: 
'stress' 'rVsiill s" f rom: plast ic flow and in the usual case is. r 
the- &if-f ereia'ce'- between the. actually measured stress- distri—, 
'bu'Mb-ti- uh&'er' loa'd, ' and the elastic distribution that, would 
have •'• -re'sulte'd' had the specimen been able .to carry the load, 
e"las't Really'.' "In other words, the. residual stress distribu—' 
tion^.-ffligh^-be : obtained approximately by'subtracting the 
theoretical elastic stress distribution from the measured 
stress distribution.  However, such a hypothetical elastic 
stress distribution for a hig^h load, cannot be determined ex- 
perimentally, while the'actual"stress distribution under load 
and the residual stress are subject to actual stress measure- 
ment; .^Consequent ly, by subtractiiig'the residual stresses 
from''the-:actüal-sstfesges,' the fi'dtitious elastic stress dis- 
tribution is obtainable. 

•••'• Figure "37a. •'shows this 'fict.f t i.ous . (elastic) stress dis^- 
tribution 'that'"rdsuited 'from "subtract ion of the residual 
stresses töjf  the '50, 000 psi average load .(fig.' 36a) from the 
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actual stress distribution for the same load (fig. 34a). 
This curve agrees -.quite well with the proposed theoretical 
distribution.  Here again, however, it was impossible to 
determine the height of the peak accurately.  From the 
trend of the curve, it can be seen readily that the stress 
peak might rise to three time.s the average stress, which 
is in agreement with the stress concentration factor of 
3.5. 

It might also be noted that the integration of the 
stress distribution curve (fig. 34a) determined by actual 
X—ray measurement was 50,000 psi average, or equal to the 
actually applied load. 

Figure 35 -illustrates the experimental stress distri- 
bution obtained; when the 25 percent notch specimen was loaded 
to 70,000 psit\ and then unloaded to 59,500 psi average. The 
reasons for the unloading were twofold.   First, it was 
thought that the stress distribution obtained from this pro- 
cedure represented a more stable stress state than the prob- 
ably changing stress distribution under high loads, which 
results in "creep" of the metal.  It has been discussed 
previously that the stress distribution resulting from the 
high load on the duralumin test bar  (fig. 30a) gave a dis- 
tribution curve that did not conform to the expected shaped 
The method of partial unloading gives some control over the 
stress state of the notch section.  The nominal load of 
70,000 psi average was maintained for only a few seconds so 
that creep was negligible.  Experiments discussed previously 
in the experimental procedure showed that unloading by approx- 
imately 15 percent of the applied load would prevent creep. 
With the elimination of creep, the stress state becomes 
stable, so that the diffraction patterns for the applied 
load represented the t,rue stress distribution for the applied 
load. 

The second advantage of partial unloading was that the 
stress distribution obtained would serve as additional 
evidence as to the validity of previous conceptions regarding 
the stress distribution in a notched and overstrained bar and 
its changes on unloading. 

However, before entering into the discussion of partial 
unloading, another phenomenon must be mentioned which is 
apparent from figure 35a.  The average longitudinal stress 
in this case does not agree with the stress to which the 
load was relieved, 59,500 psi average, but is much lower, 
approximately 50,000 psi.  As such a discrepancy has been 
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observed only- kf:t'e:r; Loading' t d'- the high load which caused 
plastic flow' t^rYVÜ'gh'oiit' the hatched [ se-'cti on, the observed 
low average s"tre'bg'' ^hir-.sh-  b.o" attributed to a nonuniformity of 
the stress through- Mxo' 'thickness "of-" the specimen".  In other 
words, the deficieii-oV' o'f the' 'st'fsss ''foimd in the surface 
layers must be coni'poHa-a'tol "for -1)y a hi'enfar stress in the in- 
ner fibers.  Thi 3* "ccheiuVion l's in a^'iseraent with the general 
conception of plastic flow in a polycrystalline aggregat.e",. 
the crystals of which are more restrained in the interior 
than at the surface, '; 

Such a relation would' explain, 'also, that the residual 
longitudinal stress usually does not average out to zero, 
but to a small cimproasive strGus.  This is explained by the 
fact that, subtracting an elastic stress- 'distributi on from a 
distribution which ohows higher tensions in the interior than 
at the^ surface, the tctal resultant of the difference .being 
zero, Would -create camp res1 si'on at the'surface. 

These relations do not destroy the validity of the pre- 
vious manipulations, regarding the 70,000 psi average load, 
but it should be borne in mind considering the stress distri- 
butions.  Furthermore, since these discrepancies were noted 
only for the highest average load, and since the phenomena 
that explain them result from plastic flow throughout a major 
portion of the notched section, this discussion will apply 
only to that load which produced a large amount of plastic 
flow, that is, the 70,000 psi average load. 

The distribution of longitudinal stresses for tfi§ 
70,000 psi average load which was relieved by 10,500 psi• 
average (fig. 35a) shows that the stress peak is not at 'the 
notch bottom as in figure 34a, but is at a position approxi— 

inch from the notch bottom.  T-his difference 
peaks can be accounted for by 

an 
cent of 70,000 psi, or of'abo 
the actual distribution curve 
the distribution before the un 

iut 11,000 psi, had to be added to 
' (fig. 3Ha) in order to determine 

um uieniuauoii oeiore ine unloading.  Asi there was no way of 
actually determining the elastic stress distribution, the 
theoretical elastic curve for the fiO.OOO psi average load 
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(fig. 37a) was taken.as representative of an elastic distrl— 
bution. -••-..   ' ' ." """'  " 

Figure 38a shows "tfh'e. ,'hypöthet'ical distribution o~f the 
elastic longitudinal stress for' ari"average stress of 11,000 
psi, which was constructed from the theoretical elastic dis- 
tribution for the.50,000 psi average load by reducing all 
the ordinates proportionately.  This curve was added to the 
actual stress distribution curve as determined by the X-ray 
measurements, and.the curve that represented the actually 
applied load was -obtained (fig. 39a),  The metal adjacent 
to- th-e notch bears ,a: load in excess of the original yield 
stren'gth of 59,500 p'si' average.  This is in keeping with 
the theory that the metal at the notch bottom flowed plas- 
tically and so underwent some degree of strain hardening. 
The center elements of the specimen carry a load slightly 
below the original yield strength»  This would seem to indi- 
cate that although the average stress was.well beyond the 
yield strength of the material, the distribution was such 
that the center elements of the specimen:were * still under 
elastic stress. ;        ,.-•>.:. 

The integration of the-curve representing the longitu- 
dinal stress while under load (fig. 39a) gave an average 
stress of 60,000 psi., while" the applied stress was 70,000 
psi average.  This is again"in keeping with the theory of 
uneven distribution^ of the"' stress along a line perpendicular 
to the surface.    •.••••.• 

'Figure 40a shows the longitudinal residual stress dis— 
tributi.on for the 70, OOO7 ,psi'average load.  The curve is 
similar to that of the longitudinal residua.!- s.t.r.es.s curve 
for the precious load of '50','000 psi average, ,(,f ig. #6 a). 
The compression at the^.notch' bottom is-much.Jii^ejr,. *a;s would 
be anticipated from, the'^fäät -jfchät the stregf ~pe$k Jöf :the cor- 
responding f ict itipüs^elastief stress dis'tr^bution'iö 'propor- 
tionately higher for t^e Higher load. -However, tne^ increase 
in actual stress with1 increasing?load.is relatively uniform 
over the cross section^becäuse, of the-.effects' of plastTc flow. 
Thus, when a much higher ela%tl.c • stress- peak., is subtracted 
from an actual. stress that is only slightly higher, the result- 
ing residual; .str:ess would hävel a-.larger value in compression. 
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In the residual stress curve for the 70,000 psi average load, 
the tension peaks have moved in farther toward the center of 
the specimen than is the case for the 50,000 pBi average 
load.  This, too, can be accounted for by the- shape of the 
fictitious elastic stress distribution curve .  She tension 
peaks have a wider base, and consequently when they are sub- 
tracted, the tension peaks remaining in the residual stress 
curve are farther from the notch bottom. 

When the longitudinal residual stress was subtracted 
from .the actual longitudinal stress for the 70,000 psi 
average stress load, the fictitious elastic stress distribu- 
tion curve shown in figure 41a resulted.  This curve bears a 
striking similarity to the theoretical elastic stress curve 
for the 50,000 psi average stress load (fig. 37a).  The 
stress peaks again rise to a value that might be 3.5 ti.meB 
the average stress of the fictitious elastic distribution for 
the 70,000 psi average stress.  The average stress determined 
by integrating the curve was 69,000 psi.  This is in close 
agreement with the actually applied load of 70,000 psi aver- 
age.  In other words, .the total unloading causes changes of 
stress which are practically only of an elastic nature, and, 
consequently, for the surface do not differ materially from 
those for the interior fibers. 

Transverse stress for the 35-percent notched specimen. 
Figure 34b illustrates the transverse stress distribution for 
the 25-percent notched specimens, strained to the average load 
of 50,000 psi.  The transverse stress is zero at the notch 
bottom, becomes a maximum at a point.0.15 inch from the notch 
bottom, and then again decreases to a.very low value in the 
center of the specimen.  Such a stress distribution agrees 
with both theoretical conceptions and photoelastic measure- 
ments, as previously discussed. , 

iTigiire 36b shows the residual transverse stress distri- 
bution for the 50,000 psi average load.  It will be noted 
that the transverse residual* stress .has approximately the 
same distribution curve as the longitudinal residual stress, 
with two exceptions.  The first is that the stress at the 
notch bottom must be zero for the transverse stress, while 
it is probably high in compression for the longitudinal 
stress.  The second is that the longitudinal residual stress 
in the center is compression, while the residual tr.ansverse 
stress in the center is tension. 

Subtracting the residual stresses from the actual stresses 
in order to determine the fictitious elastic stress distribu— 
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tion was also used ^n regard, to the .^r^np^Ese stress. • Fig- 
ure 37b •s,Hqws''fhe;:;r68ultätt'^''tdistri^ütip.gl w<hich. ;is* again- in 
agreement 'wi'th^th'e general"^ accepted c,o,nce.ptions, .  . .  ". 

The distribution of .the transver-se? ..stress, under an 
average load\of' 59,5 00,'".after unloading from-an average- •;, 
load of 70,000 psi (fig, 35"fcj) shows^ tw]o significant phenom- 
ena.  First, the stress peak. Aia.s :moVe*cL- .plose.r t.o the c-.ent;e"r, 

•appearing at 0. 25 inch from t"h.e. n-otch-, hot torn- and' secondly, 
the average transverse stress .*rja«s "i-nc^e^a^^ .aflmp'&t. in ..p;ro— 
portioo to the average. longituäinadj stress,. •••,•;-.«.:-••-..: '•*'i.f- 

The effect of unloading' by 15 percent is presumably 
purely elastic, as illustrated in f i gur e-• 3-8 b. .•: When.this. 
curve was added to" the ..actual stress distribution-as det'e'r— 
mined by X-rays, the curve shown in figure^ 39b resulted/. •' • 
This1 curve represents the lateral distribution for. the  . .? 
applied load of 70,000 psi average.   , .'.,.... iVy      • -..-.• 

.. ,  —*-<•-.- - 

Figure 40b shows the transverse residual.stresses for 
the 70,000 psi average load.  This curve...is;...similar to the r. 
lateral residual stress curve for .5.0,-00.0 ..^s-i.^r.er age load. ' 
However, as expected, the dis'tri.buti.o^n ..qf^tiie. 7/0,000 psi 
average lateral* "res'idual stress curve snows greater com- 
pression peaks and higher tensio.nf in. thi6;jcenter -of-the 
spe.cimen.  ' ' • . ^^^ ^(i ..      ...   --- —• 

When t'h-e'se1 lateral residual. s"tr.'esses.-for the- 7-0, Ö:Ö3~ ;- 
psi average"l'oad (fig. 40b), werfe,, attracted., from the c-urve • 
representing't'h'e'lateral str.essT" distribution, f or the' total- ! 

load of 70,000:psi average^ .(fig, 39V5 a; fictitious: elastic "-• 
distribution for the lateral stresses under a load of 70,000 
psi average was obtained (fig. 41b).  This, curve agr-eei with 
the one representing the ficti tious , elastic :distributioh..f or 
the-.5 0; 000 psi'average load. ' The stress .-peak is in.'both '- in— 
s-fcaäc"6ö at 'approximately the same place ,. ;while ;. the 'tension •> * 

.i'i£  cantor is "increased more than in proportion to the ap]3ii6d 
ldttdj"*'-*- ••' -r-''•='•• •        .•*?"•    '.' .•.'.,.,.' • i ;. - . ;•-  .  — -:.A--»:-V. 

...,,(;..  ;iV  ': .- •  :••-•:•'''   •-   -f-'1- •  r       .V-  i." . ' .   ' V- \-      V„ . '     T.    ,    .;',J.* 

I r,T•-••gtBesses "f o'r.';th"e "$— "gercent ."not'ched specimen. — She 5— ß'er— 
-c'eht notched'''sSjec'i'i'men did''^Qt exhibit the sharp stress peaks 
(figV-.'-;'42'-'t'o'"46f) Xhat tHe,. S^-p^rcent" notched ,specimen did."'-" 
-A1"fchou%h'-'t'HV 'stress's, pe>Kjs.. .p'r^b'ab.ly did exi-st.>-. ii.-e.ir presence- 
could not be detected'.1' ""This 'was ascribed to the limited sen- 
sitivity of the X-ray method^  I ja, this case,-the stress peak 
was' thought t*o -be of eutf ici"etitl'yr. narrow widti.'>.that-It • was -* - 
not apparent in the diffraction patterns.  Since the beam 
covered 0.10 inch of the notch width, the displaced diffrac— 
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,- • • •   •    ' ' 

tipn line-due to a1 sha'rp peak' might not be apparent, when 
included wVth the • more- intense line due to a uni'iTorm, stress 
in the larger.region of adjacent metal. 

Figure ..42. shows the stress distribution for an average 
stress of 17,000 psi.  With the stress concentration factor 
being approximately 2.5, this load was well within the elas- 
tic ran.ge of the .steel.  The longitudinal t stress distribution 
(fig. 42a) shows no stress peaks, but an average value of 
18,000 psi, in agreement with the applied load of 17,000 psi. 
The transverse distribution curve (-fig. 42b) shows a uniform 
scattering about the zero line. 

•: :<: •    .;.•", v •'•."; '•  ";" '•     •      - ••• •     r:.. 

"Figure. 43 shows the distribution for the 30,000 psi 
average load wjijija-hi vas: un loaded by 15 percent to 2.5,500 psi 
average.  The specimen was unloaded again with the thought 
that 'there -was plaBtic flow at the notch bottom, and the 
relief of a portion of the. load would prevent creep.  The 
curves show a uniform stress distribution in the case, of the 
longitudinal.stresses, and again no lateral stress»  The X-ray 
measurements yielded an average stress of 22,000 psi, which 
is not sufficiently-different from the applied average.load 
of «?F, 500 psi : average- to draw any definite conclusions. 

the accuracy, of the-: nmthod was "found, 
be attributed -to experimental error," oV: to slight re.sldu.al- 
stresses.introduced in the process, of making the specimen, 

, ..It.yas desired toihave.the highest load. exceed,, ijhe 
yieid strength, of; the material, but^the difficulties, of pro- 
ducing sufficient strain"-tö cause appreciable strain iharden- . 
ing'p^ohljbited loading ,the-i specimen- to the desired load,- The 
spec^n^iL was loaded to 50*1400 pifi "average, then unloaded 15 
percent' to 41,400 psi average.  Figure 44 shows the distribu- 
tion curves that resulted.  Again no stress, peak. or. lateral 
strees ..wa^s.-app^ren't..  .The X— ray .WaVur-eVents yielded, ^h'/ayer—• 
age st.res.'s..aJE»,S9,000 psi, Vhi'ch •<!£&• "not;  suff ic'ieiitly/differ. -: : 
froin tihet/app^de.d avera-gen OB tree's of 4vi,400 psi* ayera'ge to..per- 
mit, .the' formatio.n of any .&*¥ i-h'i'tf'e cbhc'lVsi'.ori'.'"" ',"",.•'.'..  i ?.. 

...;..:'  .!.»'.*\i. •? • •- :-»-^ '..'.-.- ••' -;- v";'-- •-;-:'•.  - / \-. : ;1 •.**-/•.*? 
, . B.ee.idual, s.tress-, de-terminations for' "thijä load (fig, 46) • 

also yielded, scattering,:along the ' zero' line.  ' ' ,.- ,. • 

• '• • '-,„.;•••.,'  •••'.<  ••'••-• ft  ."J.j-,. .- :•••. :•"» ••"•-•    • '• • 
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X-RAY DETERMINATION OP RESIDUAL STRESSES,IN.A._ 

BUTT-WELDED SAE X-4130 STEEL TUBING 

Previous History 

The X—ray diffraction method of stress determination 
would seem to possess unique advantages when applied' to the 
study of residual stresses in w.elded structures.  For this* 
r'eason a study of a welded tube was undertaken, in connec- 
tion with the present report, in .order to study the merits 
and possibilities of the X—ray method as applied to welds 
in aircraft materials in particular, ;": 

In-relation t o •'welds,- the X— ray method has the inherent 
advantage of''us ihg ä small gage length, of being nondestruc- 
tive',' and of providing a convenient method of determining 
the complete stress state.  Since it is well known that the 
residual stress'-state in and near a weld is characterized 
by large stress gradients, the first feature is of some im-^ 
portance in determining the effect, which ,is unknown' as yet,-" 
of residual -stress on weld strength.  Since, mechanical 
method's"'for' the determination . of residual stress necessarily 
involve''the-'removal of material, which may greatly alter the 
stress picture'- where steep stress gradients, .exist, the hon— •' : 

destructive- feature of the X—ray-.method is an important' ad- 
vantage even'for. experimental work, and 'especially for" possi- 
ble routine Use of the method.  Kin-ally, mechanical methods 
generally w'i'll- not lead to the determination of the complete 
stress' 'state. •''•:: ..:.•".'  .r.. • ..  -"': _._'•_"• 

-I 1 _^- 

Tliy'•"p"rrobl6;m of' weld • stresses.-has attract-ed' jn'aSy iiives- " 
tigatofs,' resulting in a large amount of information' pn tHi's" 
sub^e/ct "v (refer en'ce 11). • However t  .only few attempt s 'have be'en 
made "to'derive, from experimentation or theoryj" a gener'al1'and 
acdur'afce p^ä't't'efn of ' stress distribution . in a particular-as—'' 
sembi'y;  Tlie: conclusion can.be drawn fron iüie previous wor!£''.iiia-fc 
the stress state in a.welded structure, particularly in the" 
most frequently investigated structure, welded plate, is'very 
involved and not readily explained. 

It may be expected that the residual stresses in a 
welded structure" will follow some general pattern depending 
upon the geometry of the welded pieces, but that local fluc- 
tuations wili be superimposed on this pattern.  In order to 
ke'ep the general pattern of- residual stress as simple as pos- 
sible, the cylindrical geometry of thin—walle'd, butt—welded 
tubes was chosen. 
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Previous investigations of various types have been 
carried out in this laboratory on such welded- tubes of the 
same material.  These investigations have resulted in the 
collection of data on the"microstructures found in the weld 
and base materials, the hardness values in the same regions 
and dat.a on the average circumferential stress at different 
sections of the tube as obtained by a mechanical method. 
The data of Sachs and Graham (reference 12) on the residual 
circumferential stress (fig. 48) confirm the general con- 
ception.of the development of residual stress in a welded' 
structure.. The. welded bead, being the hottest part',1 tends • 
to contract more than the parent metal.  This contraction 
introduces circumferential tension in the deposited metal. 
This tension is counterbalanced by compression in the base 
metal, in agreement with theoretical conception.  The magni- 
tude of this compression decreases with increasing distance 
from the weld, presumably according to a logarithmic func- 
tion.  A comparison of this stress distribution with macro- 
graphs (fig. 49) shows that the residual stress in such an 
externally unrestrained weld is limited approximately to 
the heat— affected. zones, that is, the regions that were 
heated above the critical range.  Hardness results of 
Mastenbrook and Steffan (reference 13) showed considerable 
local- variations in a circumferential section at the center 
line of the weld.  These variations were not so pronounced 
in- sections removed from the center of the weld.  The aver- 
age, hardness along an element of the tube (f-ig..pO) showed 
a minimum of 82 Rockwell B in the weld metal.  The hardness 
rose to a maximum of 10P Rockwell B at a distance of 1/4 
inch from the weld.  Prom this value, the hardness decreased 
to 87 Rockwell B at 3/4 inch and finally increased again to 
a value of 100 Rockwell B at l-§- inches from the weld, in the 
base alloy steel.  The microstructure of the butt—welded 
tube (fig. 51) was found by the same authors to be a Vidman— 
statten structure oftvarying grain size at the center of the 
weld, which changed gradually with increasing distance from 
the weld through a coarse—grained to. a fine—grained normal- 
ized structure, then to a recrystallization structure, and 
eventually to that of the parent metal. 

Mataiisl-ÄSdLiEEÄJsjgäsJts •'"•'•' 

Material and Preparation of Specimen 

Commercial SAE X-4130 steel tubing, lf-inch' outside 
diameter and 0.084—inch wall thickness was supplied for the 
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investigation "by the Ohio Seamless Tube Company.  This steel, 
in the:äs—received" condition, had an ultimate strength of 

! approximately 110,000 psi, a yield- strength of 90,000 psi, 
and" an''elongation of 15 percent.  The tubing was stress 
relieved,: äiid the absence of. residual stress was determined 
by the split—ring method (reference 14). 

• '•  Pieces 6 inches in length were cut from the tubing and 
end—faced on a lathe. . Two such pieces were -butt—welded h~y' 
the' ox^acetylene process in the production line of a eomp'any 
p-roduc-i'hg aircraft parts and accustomed to welding such • "' * 
material".  Welding rod of ,SAE 1.0Q6 . st-eel l/8 inch in. diameter 
was us?ed'.; The welds were tacked on opposite sides.  The' wield- 
ing was' started between the. two tacks and vas then made c'dh^- 
tinuoüs'. -"-Thus the" warpage was maintained at a minimum.  The 
specimen's' were''' only locally preheated with the torch', and' 
after welding were allowed to cool in air, then sandblasted 
to remove the scale.  ' " ' *" 

Thevtubular specimen was then machined inside and out- 
side to a truly cylindrical shape.  By this procedure the 
wall thickness was reduced from 0.084 to 0,--0'S0; inch average 
thickness, the original'thickness of the welded bead.being 
l/'8 inch. • H   circumferential gage line was scribed around  •' 
the tube' 'at one end to serve as a longitudinal reference lin'e, 
Similarly, "ldngitudinal gage lines were scribedat one end, 
at intervals of 5° on the circumference to serve, as rfe'fefence 
•line-e for .the circumferential "position". :of the points- .of! ~ r V 
measurement'. •  • • ••'..*. I'-   =; .-•*•'' 

The scale was carefully pickled off a.considerable area 
around: the, • tube; in the vicinity^of tne weld.  The cleaned ,.;? 
area,va<s,:£hen covered with an extremely thin coat of lacquer,; 
to .prevent ..subsequent rusting.   _J ••" • 1 

. . ' ~   " ..XI- 
!•   f  '.'   '• '' - '• : •   •    • . - .''•••' 

.•;.!•»    ...•:-••*•'.••'' " " '     / ~      .5       .  •_  *  -- "'^^^". 

X—Ray Technique i 

t 
Ip,  order- to., . otv't'ain .precise lattice parameter values, •, 

it '£&. ,flec^6ary to apply, -some1 calibration,' material p-t-  known 
lattice, parameter: fcc "fcite surfa&e' of the 'spec inen.  The ma— 
'terial used was Mallinckrodt silver metal, . prejfipitated 
ana.lyt ical, r,e.agesat.;'grad'e.^' -This'] powd''e''r_. wö/s.,. spj^akled on. a 
long strip of Scotch tape- "ahd--''t heh: brushed' to a' uniform layer 
with a camel's hair brush.  In the process, Hi excess powder 
not adhering to the tape was brushed off.  The Scotch tape 
was then attached to the weld with thinned lacquer. 
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selected 

complete stress determination, «u*^.*. «.«««««* ^«.««w. 
necessary, preferably one making an angle of 45° wi 
normal and such that the projection of the incident beam on 
the tangent plane also makes an angle 'of 45° with the simi- 
lar projections of the  0  and  1  "beams. 

be'X-rayed at any angle, 
the necessary coordinates•was 

The X-ray camera used was a Sachs back-reflection camera 
equipped with a.device for rocking or •rotating the film. 
(See figs, 16 and 53.) • 

The collimation system was.'set up t o obtain the focus- 
ing condition for a normal picture and the same setup was 
also used for the oblique pictures.  A focusing pinhole 0.040 
inch in diameter was used -with a: frorrt'^pinhole 0.080 inch in 
diamoter.  The combination produced an X-ray spot on the sur- 
face of the. tu.bing; 0..,10 -ihch in diameter. 

.A General Eleetrio.X-ray tube with Lindemann glass win- 
dows and a cobalt- target was employed. ' The tube was operated 
at 35 kilovol t s; and 10 milliamper es. .Exposures were 1/3 hour. 

The.patterns were- measured on a visual'compärator hav- 
ing a least count of 0.02 millimeter, 
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The-' f iir&t- sftep   in-the  -stress, analysis-j?,f?4;he,, welded., tube 
was   to  determine   at  what   points   In  and.  neaj*;' bk~,fc w^'ld''£j.gk±f i— 
cant   X—ray  peasurements   could  "be   made.,. and  whV;r.e.. t^'ey\ We're;" 
impossible "because   of.' the- unfavorable   Cjb.n^di"t^ph/.oTr ti'e' myVal. 
For   thi-s-'ipurptos-'e 'a   series   of  pattern's  waaj t^jceja. 'on* 'ihe'"'cVht"er 
line   ot-'^hef veld   at  f°   intervals   c-opiplately "ar'ound' 'Vh.e" yisldt. 
Furthermore, "• :.a   series   of  patterns  was. taken' a.cross   the  vfeld? 
at   several- :c'iroumf erential   positions.     ,T.he'a.e   patterns   «fere '•*' 
all  normal  patterns   and  were   made  with   complete   rot at ion''oV ; " 
the   film. ' - '    r" 

PhTa- 7Ä.•»normal- pat.ter-ns   taken   at^'P0   in'terv'als   around   the , 
cir-cuaif.'&'Wgikc.e   on,t.he. .center   line   of. the 'weld'.'we're   then meas'— 
iirei&i'-' aflKt:-lattice .parameters   were   computed  hy   the . methods" 
outlined jin   reference ,1,      The   measurement   w.^s'.'ne'cess'a'rily   of 
poor  pEsoisi^tt   in   t-he   frequent   cases"  where ,'£he  diffraction 
lines »were ..-b.roadV     However.,   a  measurement   ö.f "sqifts   was "ob— '".' 
tained;-.-   'Ä-e^peäte-d  measurements   on  dif f eren;ij ',;pat't.e'rns'  showed1 • 
that -the Maximum  error   in   lattice  parame'te'r ..was'^bout   0/0002 
a-agstr-om-unit^ -..-This   is   greater   than   the   mäxitäfuni(^error . • •' '•'* •' 
which-, oce.uns -when,- • «sharp   line" .dif fraction ! patt'ernl 'are      •"''••'• 
measured. -*    ••'"•- 

Prom   the   lattice   parameter     a.    measured   on  a   normal 
pattern   taken  under.\fnll-_£jp_tation, _" thj3_sum   of   the   principal 
stresses   can  be   computed   using   the   expression: 

- r •: «l';   •'   T > 

a-+   fea =--.•.*£-„( a" -  a?)   =   36.2   ("a- an) x 10e psi 

where: 
o«<- 

E   =   29   X   106  psi 
•no -Ö* 

TU * 

.1?   =   0-v2r8 

a     =   2.86100 angstrom  units 

•* .•O 
This expression is approximate, being subject to a 5— _ 

percent correction because of the fact that the parameter a 
is not the true normal parameter. '::'-Ti£G  '«"Äpre-ssion • is accurafc-e 

view of the over—all precision of the mess— enough, however, in view of the 
urements'1 HVLHYLW*^Tti'cfö'la» U sei-••"Using »this relation, the 
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sum of the principal stresses was computed under the assump- 
tion that the lattice paramenter  aQ  of the stress—free ma- 
terial was 2.86100,  This assumption is reasonable, since 
the material in the weld (SAE 1006 steel) contained no alloy— 

. ing elements except carbon, which has a negligible effect on 
the lattice parameter.  Further, the sum obtained in this 
way agreed with that obtained by adding the longitudinal and 
circumferential stresses, wherever they-were obtained indi- 
vidually. 

In a circumferential region at the center of the weld 
(positions 125° to 160°) longitudinal and transverse 45° 
pictures  were taken in order to determine the longitudinal 
and circumferential stresses.  The pictures were taken with 
+15° rotation of the film.  This was necessary to smooth 
out the slight spottiness of the silver lines; the iron 
lines were in no cases spotty.  In the oblique films the 
diameter' of the film normal to the plane of incidence was 
used.' The films were measured in a manner identical with 
that in which the normal pictures were measured,  The result- 
ing parameters  a^  or  ac  may be used in the. expressions: 

SL/ 
B       (»L "" *) 

8 .-O (1 + v)a    sin* 4P 

8C - - 
(ac - a) 

(1 + v)& sin* 45° s     ' o 

to compute the respective stresses.  These equations reduce 
to: 

SL = 15.4 X 10e (aL - a) 

»0 s IP. 4 X 10S (a. - a) 

using the, , same constants as before. 

Two p.ps4.ti.ons, 60° and 275°, were chosen to investigate 
the situation across the weld.  Normal,, longitudinal, and 
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transverse patterns were made "across the weld on these two 
longitudinal elements^ at 0.05—inch intervals.  The investi- 
gation extended 0', 15 inch' on 'one side of the estimated center 
line and 0.20 inch'on the other, being st'opped in each case 
"by the -previously mentioned metal condition.  Parameters 
were calculated and str'ess'e-s computed' Vn the "manner Just' 
described. 

Experimental Results 

.; There has been considerable previous work on welded 
parts using the X—ray diffraction method.  (See reference 1.) 
This work has been'concerned entirely'with plain, low carbon 
steels; however, this material is of little interest in the 
aircraft industry.  The present investigation, on the con- 
trary, has been concerned with a.chrome—moly steel (SAE 
X-T-4430), which is one of the principal'aircraft metals. 
This is mentioned now because the results of the investiga- 
tion show' that the type of material concerned plays a very 

the usefulness of the method.  While 

any ö f 
, tlon of-the  metal-, 

' It was' possible, however, to make accurate determinations 
i-iv re's't rioted' regions of (the. weld metal, and to thiB extent 
öiily» tire. 3C-ray method has proved successful, yielding some- 
new- information 'o"n:"the stress conditions in weld-ed structures. 

'•':'•'•      •    .-     T '.--  --•  . i    -.  , -.  . ••..'....•.•-•»-•,:'•! 

Metallurgical; Conditions.. '       ••...,._,. 

': In "orde!r';v-to make accurate stre-ss: measurement^,, any steel 
•to fbe investigated must be' in. a sui'.table metallurgical condi- 
tion.- ' "This",'-' -in rturn,' depends mainly upon-^the-response of the 
particular ste-el to the heating and coding rcycle .at any! 
point of the weldment during and after the welding, 

A Yielded» steel part consists fundament Ally of four struc- 
turally d'is't'inct r'eglbns: '•       ' •« '" " -'*"'*!* u-;-"!; ,-_• «•.. .: 

'•"••••••••.    ..••'..-        •>••::'•..-. .   ,L^^:: • -,--   -•.. i- — 

(1) The weld proper, possessing a cast structure 
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•'2) The adjacent region which has "been heated to a 
temperature above the, cri ti cal temperature of the particular 
steel and cobled:''cbmpWrä't""lVe'ly rapld-1'y '"' 

(3) The -tf'eglo-n ft'eat'ed' "below tlie'-critical hut above the 
stress—relieving temperature, "of the^VteMa'-l 

(4) The region practically unaffected by the welding 
process 

If a weldment is not restrained, such as in this in- 
vestigation, weld stir.es«es are restricted to the weld proper 
and to the adjacent metal, regions (1) and (2), according to 
previous investigations. ' In the case of a restrained weld- 
ment, long range residual stress may be developed also in the 
metal farther from the weld bead (reference 15).' 

Of the two regions of the investigated tube presumably 
containing residual stress, only the weld bead (region (1)) 
vas found to yield X—ray diffraction patterns which permitted 
a1stress measurement by the selected method.  The patterns 
showed the  K—doublet in varying sharpness, ranging from 
clearly separated Kx     and  Kg  lines to a rather broad line 
with a single maximum. ' ' / ,,. 

A semiquantitative method of specifying the breadth of 
the diffraction lines:was adopted for convenience.  The films 
were rated on a  1—to—6 basis, 1 being the good extreme and 
6 the poor extreme (fig. ?4).  Eoughly, a rating 1 was as- 
sign« 
rat: 
tio] 
rat« 
some 
pootoi- at;uuiö.c^,  Äpjj:'onüiai.t3j.y r> u perceni ox    on« u J. I-UUUJ I C X- 

ence of the weld bead was rated. 3 or better, and FO percent 
was 4 or worse (see fig. F8). 

Thus.; even the low—carbon steel, of, the.weld proper was 
distorted during the. jy-eläing procedure to. such, an extent that 
the accuracy of X—ray'stress measurements is seriously im- 
paired in a Considerable portion of. the.beadi 

Some further difficulties resulted from.the large grain 
size of some surface areas of the welded.fcead, which did not 
yield uniform diffraction lines even when the film was rocked, 
but resulted in streaks within the K  -doublet (references 16 .a     r 
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and 17).  However, this applied only to a few.exposures. 
One out of approximately.. %vo   hundred films was impossible 
to measurei'becäüse of this difficulty.  In all other 
rocking of the film durin.g exposure produced measurable 
lines. "*" ' --,,._-._._,.. 

In al'l-'ca'S'es the metal adjacent to the weld yielded -    •   • • 
X—ray ^patterns composed of such broad,' diffuse lines that 
stress determinations by the method applied were not suc- 
cessful.  It is possible..ithat some method might be :applied,

: 

which.* however j''wouid "be .. extremely tedious and time—- -: . ; v ''•'• 
consuming•(reference ' 18).  The change along two selec.t-ed *'•'"; 
elements .is shown in figure 55, in which the raTtings- alre •• "" 
plott:ed. for a 'rtumber of films, illustrating the previously --'••'" 
discussed variation's of the metallurgical condition.• iif••'••:•••' - 
exposures- are taten' a certain distance away from the welded 
bead (in region (3)), the heating has been sufficient to- 
remove the effects due to cold work, but not sufficient tö ' 
cause effects by gooling from above the critical, and sharp;,' 
diffraction lines are .obtained. ,,•-_• 

•:"   ' Stresses across the Weld 

She, changes" of.the longitudinal and circumferential 
stresses.. aeröss*'the'weld were determined for two elements 
at 6 0° ..and->275ö (tab^e 17 and fig.'56).  Exposures were 
taken . in -.iEctefväls of .,0. 05 inch on both sides...of. the visual 
cente.r.-.of •.•'ttte" w<el<£.' , ^h'e width of the weld proper, as ap- 
parent to the' ey«e after .machining and etching., was approxi- 
mately- 0,30 inch.  'However,' width and pVsltion.', o.f the weld '"' 
vary for different points around the tubej and', cons e~c[uently 
the assumed center llhe/has no physical "significance.  Fur- 
thermore, it is clearly recognized from figure" 56 -that. th&" 
stress state is not symmetrical about the * assumed. >center. *. * ~' 
line vXo.r a-bo.ut. any '6%hhr ^possible  position' of. a center line. 
A suggestion of symmetry, .can be s,e.en7 in t-he re"ädings for- the '   "' 
6 0°' po slit ion but hohe for the 275° position". '' "> L-.-.i* '"'" 

Both the longitudinal and transverse' stresses, ohange ' ,--;-•=' 
with the position across 'the.weld, • Apparently the stress 
pattern is characterised by a fairly "slow c.h.ange of the ••'••.-' 
stress, as compared with./t.he rapid fluctuations.".around the-' '*''•''• 
tube. a.s.vill b^e4'diVc,ü,'ss.ed'. .later .•-•'•*• - '•    ^-^,-^?..     •' "•••' '',; 

However./' a* 3.iVpl.aVe',m,.en..t •$£•; the pVihV' ofj^xp'osure- by. • • '-"• '*'1 
0, 05 inch- might' cau'ph'^i'h', ^ome,;cafee

7s a*!"chäng'efwpf. one of . the • ' :- ''•' •' 
stresses, of''as.;much-r äs ^S'Ö.ÖÖO to.'4Ö,G'ü'6 psi,'**" TT-.: •. - T ;-— 
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Longitudinal and Circumferential Stresses 

around the Tube 

Figure 5? shows that accurately measurable X—ray 
patterns were restricted to two large and several small 
regions around the tube. .. . 

The %\fo   large regions were. selected for the measure- 
ment of both the longitudinal and circumferential stresses 
in intervals of F° along the center.line of the weld.  In 
addition, such stress measurements were made also for each 
interval of 45°.  The results.are represented in table V 
and figure 58, showing what regions yielded accurately 
measurable films. 

No attempt was made to draw trend lines through the 
experimental points in figure 58. The individual points 
would deviate from any possible trend line by as much as 
+10,000 psi. These variations exceed the presumable ac- 
curacy of the stress measurement by two to three times. 

As the accuracy of locating a desired part is estimated 
to be considerably better than 0.000F inch, these variations 
can be explained only as actual fluctuations of the residual 
stress in the welded bead.  Consequently, in order to obtain 
a fairly complete stress pattern around the tube, exposures 
must be taken in very small intervals, say of 0.010 i.nch 
along the circumference.  To do this, t'he technique used in 
the pTes.ent investigation would have to be e'hanged, the 
width of the exposed area being too large in relation to 
the .expected frequency Vf the fluctuations. ' 

The slightly reduced, scattering in the range of 125° to 
160° in qomparison with that in the range "15.° to 65° can be at- 
tributed tp't.wo factors, First, the rating of the lines was 
better, and second, the film measurements were repeated sev- 
eral times in order to improve the accuracy. ' However, since 
these measures caused only a slight reduction of the fluctua- 
tions, the fluctuations were considered as real. 

Nei.ther the longitudinal nor the cir'c'umfere'ntial stress» 
shows an av-er.age which is either definitely tension or defi- 
nitely compression.  Prom the thermal .conditions of welding, ' 
a considerable average tension in the circumferential direc- 
tion should,be. expected in the welded bead, while the average 
longitudinal stress, should be zero.'  The determined surface 
stresses certainly do. not offer any'.confirmation .of this' 
expec tat i on.      ' ••    . 
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.•-•:•      "-Sum   o'f Principal- Sfcr'esses  - • 
.*:'-. . - •      •>:'-'       •'-'-•' ^v-   

In many X-ray .investigations,-' only one 'exposure, per- 
pend icttlar to' the Surface at 'each po-int', was' made, and the 
sum of the two principal stresses  Sj +. S3  in the surface 
was determined.  Such a procedure assume^ the knowledge of 
th"e !sVr:es's-"free lattice' parameter  aa.'::' 

On the contrary, th,r,ee. exposures made! at „each .point, 
permit the calculation" of the stress-free lattice parameter 
a0  at this point, as well as two stresses in the surface, 
according to the following .equartipn: .: .    ••••:•. 

= a 
(^> '<«* 

, The"8'tress-free ' parameters were calculated, for all 
points • where1 the longitudinal' and circumferential stresses r; 
were "measured-.  The values (tattle VI) • vary" t p1 a considerable 
extent, the average value "being 2.86110 ±'b'LÖ0Ö2Ö angstrom 

and some values deviate-as much as "±0.'6öÖ4 angstrom 
• om ' " ' ~" 
»d. 

 jy-^t; 

(JUent ly,     i'v    uttuuuo     UB    a.@ciu.ea   wiiB ouor    OUIJ ^ vüi laoiuiis    en: a 
caused*by'random errors or possibly by differences in ,the 
steeir'&'dmposition.  This seconä explanation is suggested by 
the fact'""(apparent from table III) thät^within any one,re- 
stricted interval the'values agred'considerably better than 
the values from different ,intervals. 

— I•=;:••' 1 " .- • • • •     - -' r f- (n ' ' , - : ; - .• n-~ 

it terns were talce.n, therefore, and ,t,h.e 
presses determined .(.t'$#le VII and. fig. 

However, the sum of the principal stresses  S.x + Sst' ' ob- 

tained in thi-B-.manner, is not the •s.&me-as that -determined by 
addition of the. longitudinal and circumferential stresses 
S^ + SQ = Sx + B2  without using th,S;' st-r.e'as-'frse lattice pa- 

rameter (fig. 58).  The values determined by the two methods 
agree comparatively well, considering the uncertainty regard- 
ing the stress-free parameter and the difficulty of reproducing 
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the exposed area in two independent series of tests.  The 
deviations from ä trend line can be kept below approximately 
+ 10,000 psi.  'It is apparent from these results that the 
single exposure 'method does not yield sufficiently accurate 
and lucid stress values. 

The sum of the principal stresses (fig. 58) again illus- 
trates the rapid fluctuations of the stress state around the 
tube.  No correlation is apparent between the surface stresses 
and the mechanism of the welding process. 

Individual Principal Stresses 

ence'l, method G4).  This method is not 
and the following results (assembled in fig. 59 and table. 
VIII) are therefore open to considerable argument.  The meas- 
urements  were restricted„to one region, 125° to 160°, which 
yielded readily measurably films. 

~ Regarding the directions of the principal stresses, 
figure 59a shows, jbhat'tjiey scatter irregularly about, 'tie ^'/-' :' 
longitudinal, and transverse directions.  The accuracy of' 
these angles is v«ry limited and consequently the results 
cannot be taken .as a proof either that the pr incipal direc- 
tions 'coincide a,pproximately or diverge considerably f?on? ' 
the longitudinal and circumferential directions. 

The:principal stresses (fig, 59b) differ from the longi- 
tudinal : andr)circumf erentiäl stresses .(fig. 59c) but. not to a 
suffittieajfc extent to warraht'-aay, other conclusion . Wt. that the 
longitudinal.and circumferential stresses are the principal^' 
stresses,  $he distribute on ' of the one principal stte'ss '• Si ' ^ 
over; the inv-est igated "r*ange- 'agrees with that of the ,'e ire um*-"' 
ferential stress  S'Q ,"""and' t-he distribution of the oilier- pr ifc— 

•cipal- stress . S,~  corresponds to that of the longitudinal ••"'• 
stre.ss . ST ,      " ' ' J-•'' :•••'•'.•   • i  • 

"A more accur'afrei X^aray; ostr.e.ss- .me'4s.t£r)e'metit' meVii'od inust 'be- 
used to obtain more dealsive •i.j^f>o.Tiäei.^i'!o!ri. rVgar'd'i'ng •' the 'mag- 
nitude and, in particular, .the direct ions of '-the ;pr ineipal • 
.'stresses,' •••.-- .-;•.•        - ..-.-.•. ,; _ .,.;;/ 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Measurements by.r means of' X—ray. diffraction tech.niq.ues 
of the principal :.'.6>:t.r es ses_ in flat notched tensile'"bars of 
SAE X—41S0 -steel- a,nid ,24S-T aluminum, alloy" have demonstrated 
the following: '•'"..•• "~v.. 

' ~ c • 
1« X—ray.diffraction methods can he used to determine 

surface stresses in metals in which the stress"gradients are 
no,t„ .steep, provided the condition of the metal is suitable. 
Measurement of'' stresses^ in the interior of a metal is. not 
possible at present .ak'cepV "by 'inference; fr.om t'fiie surface 
stressV's'," The measurement of highly localized stres's'es can- 
not be achieved by X—ray diffraction without extensive ex- 
perimental precautions.' 

speci— 
previous 

_ . _ _   ^      _ . ,_,_._  „ as the 
mental- was- elastlßajjlv ..straitted... -.. T.hj9.-.changejB of longitudinal 
stress have been determined for the range i"n stress in •vjhich 
the notched section becomes progressively plastic.  These 
stress changes were found to confirm previously developed" 
theories. 

.'.'    3-.' In the range, of elastic stress, the "ratio of the 
average transverse to longitudinal stresses was' found to be 
independent of stress but varied with the degree of notching. 

i r 

"   J'4. When • t.he average stress exceeds the elastic range 
'and'progressive, plastic flow'occurs withp.ut further increase 
in load, the stress distribution changes gradually because of 
yielding, the change being of'the same ,type äs that caused by 
partial unloading.  It was further noted "that surface- sTress 
does not increase as. rapidly as the stress in the interior 
when the average stress is beyond the elas.tic range. 

Attempts to determine the . residual str'esse's in &.   tutt- 
welded joint in SA3 X—4130 steel tubing by mearis of X—ray 
diffraction showed that: 

(a) The residual stresses present in a structure 
welded from the alloy steel SAB X—4130 cannot be measured in 
the regions of the parent metal, affected by the heat.  These 
heat—affected regions presumably contain large residual 
stres se s. 
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(c) Large variations of the surface stresses in 
both the longitudinal and circumferential directions were 
observed, both around the weld and across the weld. 

values 
compression. 
stress. 
longitudi 
pected. 

(d) In the longitudinal direotion, the highest stress 
measured were 12,000 psi in tension and 20,000 psi in 
sion.  The average stress was a small compressive 

As the butt—welded tubing is not restrained in the 
nal direction, little longitudinal stress was ex— 

(e) In the circumferential direction, the highest 
stress values measured were 30,000 psi in tension and IP,000 
psi in compression.  The average stress was approximately 
6000 psi in tension.  This corresponds to the value expected 
from previous measurements by mechanical methods.  The low 
magnitude of the peak values of stress may possibly be ex- 
plained by the machining operation which relieves the sur- 
face stress somewhat; the low magnitude of the average stress 
may be explained by the fluctuations of stress and the limita- 
tion that no residual stress should exceed the yield strength 
of the metal. 

(f) This investigation reveals a rather restricted 
applicability of the X—ray diffraction method for the measure- 
ment of residual stress in weldments. 

Department, of Metallurgical Engineering, 
• Cas.e School of Applied Science, 

Cleveland, Ohio, October 11, 1944. 
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TABLE I 

20$ NOTCHED DURALUMIN SPECIMEN 

LOAD POSI- NORMAL LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE 
AND AV. TION PARAMETER PARAMETER PARAMETER • STRESS STRESS 
STRESS IN A° IN A0 IN A° PSI PSI 

140 lbs. 1 4.040S 4.0421 4.0405 +10,000 + 1,500 
(4,300 psi) S 4.0404 4.0418 •4.0403 + 6,000 +  500 

3 4.0408 4.0422 4.0407 +- 7,000 500 
4 4.0409 4.0416 4.0417 + 3,500 + 4,000 

400 lbs. 1 4.0370 4.0426 4.0391 +29,000 ' +11,000 
(12,000 psi) 2 4.0394 4.0419 4.0398 +14,500 + 2,000 

3 4.0401 4.0426 4.0397 +13,000 - 2,000 
4 4.0395 4,0417 4.0401 +11,500 + 3,000 

1110 lbs. 1 4.0368 4.0418 4.0385 +26,000 • * 9,000 
(33,700 psi) 2 4.0350 4.0422 4.0382 +37,000 +16,500 

3 4.0363 4.0422 4.0379 +31,000 + 8,500 
4 • 4.0364 4.0427 4.0378 +33,500 + 7,000 

Residual 1 4.0452 4.0413 4.0442 +20,000 - 5,000 
Stress 2 4.0408 4.0413 4.0416 + 2,000 + 3,500 

Unloaded 3 4.0409 4.0413 4.0412 + 2,000 + 1,500 
from 4 4.0416 4,0414 4.0418 - 3,000 + 1,000 

1110 lbs. 

> 

« 

O 

CO 
00 
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TABEE II 

25# NOTCHED S.A.E.X4130 STEEL 

LOAD POSITION NORMAL LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE 
AND AV. PARAMETER PARAMETER PARAMETER 
STRESS IN A° IN A° IN A° 

527 lbs. 1 2.86061 2.86147 2.86003 
(17,000 psl) 2 2.86044 2.86150 2.86052 

3 2.86059 2.86118 2.86071 
4 2.86062 2.86124 2.86044 
5 2.86022 2.86128 2.86050 

1550 lbs. 
(50,000 psi) 1 2.85908 2.86253 2.86003 

2 2.85885 2.86196 2.86035 
3 2.85924 2.86173 2.86019 
4 2.85945 2.86189 2.86002 
5 2.85972 2.86215 2/86020 

Residual Stress 1 2.86143 2.86099 2.86100 
Unloaded from 2 2.86083 2.86096 2.86103 

1550 lbs. 3 2.86095 2.86089 2.86089 
4 2.86095 2.86071 2.86097 
5 2.86095 2.86072 2.86097 

Loaded to 2170 lbs. 1 2.85996 2.86230 2.86057 
(70,000 psl) 2 2.85893 2.86233 2.86008 

Unloaded, to I960 lbs. 3 2.85879 2.86200 2.86008 
(59,000 psi). 4 2.85907 2.86224 2.86022 

5 2.85927 2.86204 2.86000 

Residual Stress 1 2.86179 2.86052 2.86093 
Unloaded from 2 2.86092 2.86101 2.86114 

2170.lbs. 3 2.86077 2.86100 2.86097 
4 2.86073 2.86066 2.86109 
5 2.86089 2.86085 2.86112 
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TABLE II (CONT'D) 

25$ NOTCHED S.A.E. X4130 STEEL 

LOAD POSI- LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE 
AND AV. TION STRESS-PSI STRESS-PSI STRESS-PSI STRESS-PSI 
STRESS MEASURED MEASURED CORRECTED CORRECTED 

'527 lbs. 1 +13,600 - 9,200 +14,700 -10,100 
(17,000 psi) 2 +-16,800 + 1,300 +17,700 +  900 

3 + 9,300 + 1,900 + 9,800 +• 1,500 
4 + 9,800 - 2,800 +10,400 - 3,300 
5 +16,800 + 4,400 +17,600 + 4,200 

1550 lbs. 1 +54,500 +15,000 +57,600 +14,200 
(50,000 psi) 2 +49,200 +23,700 +51,300 +23,700 

3 +39,400 +15,000 +41,100 +15,000 
4 +-37,200 + 7,600 +39,100 + 6,900 
5 +38,400 + 7,600 +40,400 + 6,800 

Residual Stress 1 - 7,000 - 6,800 - 7,200 - 7,000 
Unloaded from 2 +• 2,100 + 3,200 + 2,100 + 3,200 

1550 lbs. 3 -  900 900 - 1,000 - 1,000 
4 - 3,800 +  300 - 4,000 +  400 
5 - 3,600 +   300 - 3,800 +  400 

Loaded to 1 +-37,000 + 9,600 +38,800 + 9,000 
2170 lbs* 2 +53,000 +18,200 +56,200 +17,600 
(70,000 psi) 3 +50,700 +20,400 +52,900 +20-, 000 
Unloaded to' 4 +50,000 +18,200 +52,300 +17,700 
1960 lbs. 5 +43,800 +11,500 +46,000 +10,800 
(59,500 psi) 

Residual Stress 1 -20,100 -13,600 -20,800 -13,800 
Unloaded from 2 + 1,400 + 3,500 + 1,400 + 3,700 

2170 lbs. 3 '+ 3,600 + 3,200 + 3,700 + 3,300 
4 - 1,100 + 5,200 - 1,400 + 5,500 
5 600 + 3,600 700 + 3,800 
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TABLE III 

5%  NOTCHED S.AJ5. 23150 STEEL 

LOAD POSITION NORMAL LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE 
AND AV. PARAMETER PARAMETER PARAMETER 
STRESS IN A° IN A°. IN A° . 

578 lbs. 1 2.86025 2.86129 2.86003 
(17,000 psi) 2 2.86039 2.86145 2.86037 

3 2.86032 2.86141 2.86040 
4 2.86015 2.86125 2.86033 
5 2.86041 2.86155 2.86038 

Loaded to 1020 lbs. 1 2.86021 2.86138 2.86013 
(30,000 psi) 2 2.86034 2.86140 2.86008 

Unloaded to 870 lbs» 3 2.86020 2.86156 2.86013 
(25,500 psi) 4 2.86016 2.86151 2.85988 

5 2.86005 2.86128 2.86009 

Residual Stress 1 2.86089 2.86069 2.86086 
Unloaded from 2 2.86070 2.86097 2.86069 

1020 lbs. 3 2.36074 2.86048 2.86072 
4 2.86074 2.86058 2.86064 
5 2.86073 2.86070 2.86072 

Loaded to 1713 lbs. 1 2.85971 2.86207 2.85973 
(50,400 psi) 2 2.85982 2.86203 2.85970 

unloaded to 1405 lbs. 3 2.85957 ' 2.86196 2.85979 
(41,400 psi) 4 2.85981 2.86210 2.85884 
• 5 2.85954 2.86195 2.85967 

Residual Stress 1 2.86092 2*86103 2.86079 
Unloaded from 2 2.86088 2.86057 2.86101 

1713 lbs. 3 2.86070 2.86042 2.86039 
4 2;86068 2.86086 2.86073 
5 2.86070 2.86071 2.86089 
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TABLE III (CONT'D.) 

5# NOTCHED S.A..E. X4130 STEEL 

LOAD POSI- LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE 
AND AV. TION STRESS-PSI STRESS-PSI STRESS-PSI STRESS-PSI 
STRESS MEASURED MEASURED CORRECTED CORRECTED 

578 lbs. 1 +16,400 -3,500 +17,400 -4,200 
(17,000 psi) 2 +16,800 - 300 +17,700 -  800 

3 +17,200 +1,300 +18,200 + 900 
, 4 +17,400 ' +2,800 +18,300 +2,5*00 

, 5 +18,000 - 500 +19,000 -1,000 

Loaded to 1020 lbs. 1 +18,500 -1,300 +19,500 -2,000 
(30,000 psi) 2 +16,700 -4,100 +17,700 -4,800 

Unloaded to 8'70 lbs. 3 +21,500 -1,100 +22,700 -1,800 
(25,500 psi) 4 +21,300 -4,400 +22,600 -5,200 

5 +19,400 +  600 +20,500 0 

Residual Stress 1 - 3,200 - 500 - 3,400 - 400 
unloaded from 2 + 4,300 - 200 + 4,500 - 300 

1020 lbs. 3 - 4,100 - 300 ^ 4,300 - 200 
4 - 2,500 -1,600 - 2,600 -1,S00 
5 -  500 - 200 500 -  200 

Loaded to 1713 lbs. 1 +37,300 + 300 +39,300 - 300 
(50,400 psi) 2 +35,100 -1,900 +37,200 -3,100 

Unloaded to 1405 lbs. 3 +37,800 +3,500 +39,700 +2,600 
(41,400 psi) 4 +36,200 +  500 +38,200. - 600 

5 +38,100 +2,100 +40,100 +1,100 

Residual Stress 1 + 1,700 -2,100 + 1,400 -2,300 
Unloaded from. 2 - 4,900 +2,100 - 5,300 +2,300 

1713 lbs. 3 - 4,400 -4,900 - 4,500 -5,100 
4 + 2,800 + 800 + 3,000 + 700 
5 +  200 -3,000 +  300 -3,200 
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TABLE IV 

Longitudinal and Circumferential Stresses at Various Positions 

Across the Weld (Along the Length of the Tube) 

Distance 
from Center 
Line of Weld 
Inches 

SL- 

1000 psi 

sc- 

1000 psi 

sL + sc = 

s„ + s 
1   2 

1000 psi 

Sl + B2 
-(from normal 
exposure)- 
1000 psi 

At t le 60 Position of Circumference 

-.10 - 5* -14* -19* -35* 

-.05 -14 - 3 -17 -28 

0 - 2 + 7 + 5 + 7 

+ .05 - 1 + 3 + 2 + 2 

+ .10 - 8 - 1 - 9 - 4 

+ .15 -10 - 5 -15 -26 

+ .20 +22* +12* +34* +27* 
o 

At the 275 Position of Circumference 

-.15 -32.6 -11.6 -44.2 -40 

-.10 -39.8 - 8.9 -48.7 -42 

-.05 -42.5 - 4.1 -46.6 -40 

0 -15.4 - 4.5 -19.9 -16 

+ .05 - 6.0 - 2.0 - 8.0 - 8 

+ .10 - 6.8 - 4.0 -10.8 -11 

+ .15 • - 3.4 - 4.5 - 7.9 - 8 

+ .20 - 3.0 - 6.5 - 9.5 - 5 

*doubtful - large rating 
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TABLE V 

Longitudinal and Circumferential Stresses aft Various Positions 

Around the Center Line of the Weld 

Angular *L " sc - sL + sc ST + S« from normal 
Position 
Degrees 1000 psi 1000 psi - Sl + s2 

1000 psi 

exposure - 1000 psi 

Observer 1 Observer 2 

15 + 3 +20 +23 +27 + 4 
20 +10 +12 +22 +28 +18 
25 - .2 + 4 + 2 +19 +18 
50 + 9 + 7 +16 +23 +25 
35 •+ 9 + 2 +11 +18 +36 
40 - 3 + 9 + 6 +11 +27 
45 + 6 +11 +17 + 6 +40 
50 -15 + 4 -11 0 0 
55 + 3 +19 +22 +18 +12 
60 - 2 + 7 + 5 + 7 + 5 
65 -18 +10 - 8 +12 +10 

105 + 6 +25 +31 +25 +18 
125 + 1 + 2 + 3 - 2 - 3 
ISO + 6 + 8 +14 +13 - 4 
135 + 3 0 + 3 0 -40 
140 - 3 +12 + 9 + 3 -31 
145 -17 + 4 -13 -21 -18 
150* -20 - 5 -25 -37 -27 
n -15 - 5 -20 -24 

155 -18 -14 -32 -31 -27 
160 -10 - 3 -13 -22 -25 
195 +13 +30 +43 +45 +40 
240 + 9 -14 - 5 + 9 -18 
285 -18 + 2 -16 -21 -40 
330 -17 + 1 -16 -12 +25 

•*Tiro independent exposures taken 
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TABLE VI 

Stress-free Lattice Parameters at Various Points Across and 

Around the Weld. 

Around the Weld Across the Weld 
0 

at the 275 Position 

Angular Lattice Distance from Lattice 
Position Parameter Center Line of Parameter 
Degrees - A° Weld - Inches - A 

15 2.86101) 
20 2.86095) a> 
25 2*86086) S* -.15 2.86079 
50 2.86092) gj -.10 2.86101 
35 2.86093) > -.05 2.86103 
40 2.86097) rt 00 2.86104 
45 2.86138)§ + .05 2.86111 
50 2.86083) o + .10 2.86112 
55 2.86119) co + .15 2.86112 
60 
65 

2.86105) cvj 
2.86059) 

+ .20 2.86100 
o 

105 ; 2.86124 

Across the Weld at the 60 Position 

125 2.86123) g, -.10 2.86149 
ISO 2.86113) g -.05 2.86137 
135 2.86117) a 00 2.86105 
140 2.86124) % + .05 2.86109 
'145 2.86131) _ + .10 2.86098 
150 2.86141) w + .15 2.86148 
150 2.86121) Ö + .20 2.86127 
155 2.86106) oo 
160 2.86132) w 

195 2.86106 
240 2.86075 
285 2.86123 
330 2.86100 
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TABLE VH 

Principal Stress Sum at Various Positions Around the Center 

Line of the Weld 

Angular Sl + S2 1000 psi Angular Sl +S2 "1000 psi 
Position Position 

First Second First Second 
Degrees Value Value Degrees Value Value 

0 -19.0 180 - 2.0 + 6.0 
5 0.0 185 -18.0 

10 -42.5 190 -39.0 -39.0 
15 + 4.0 195 +40.0 +40.0 
20 +18.0 200 -16.0 
25 +18.0 205 - 9.0 
30 +25.0 210 -14.0 
35 +36,0 S-29.0 215 - 4.0 
40 +27.5 +23.0 220 - 9.0 -13.0 
45 +40.0 +40.0 225 -31.0 -31.0 
50 0.0 - 9.0 230 -18.0 
55 •  +12.0 235 . -12.0 
60 + 5.0 240 -18.0 
65 +10.0 245 0.0 
70 -23.5 250 -14.0 
75 -21.5 255 - 3.0 
80 - 7.0 260 -14.0 
85 0.0 265 -31.0 
90 +12.0 270 -26.5 
95 +31.0 275 -20.0 

100 +41.5 280 -36.0 
105 +18.0 285 -40.0 
110 0.0 290 -16.0 
115 0.0 295 - 4.5 
120 - 1.0 300 -50.0 
125 - 3.0 305 -40.0 
130 - 4.0 310 -18.0 
135 -40.0 -40.0 315 -16.0 
140 -31.0 -36.0 320 -14.0 
145 -18.0 325 +22.0 
150 -27.0 330 +25.5 
155 -27.0 335 +45.0 
160 -25.0 340 +31.0 
165 -14.0 345 +12.0 
170 -14.5 350 + 7.0 
175 -23.0 -27.0 355 - 4.5 
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TABLE Vin 

Magnitude and Direction of the Principal Stresses at Various 

Points Along One Portion of the Center Line of the Weld 

Angular 
Position 

Degrees 

Sl 
1000 psi 

S2 

1000 psi 

Angle from 
S- to Sn 

i)    1 

Degrees 

125 + 3,000 0 48 

ISO +35,000 -10,000 133 

135 + 8,000 - 6,000 39 

140 +16,000 - 7,000 71 

145 +11,000 -24,000 66 

150 - 2,000 -22,000 106 

155 -11,000 -21,000 59 

160 - 2,000 -12,000 72 
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LONGITUDINAL 
STRESS 

r-.O4-0 

TRANSVERSE 
STRESS 

- W= 5.12 

Figure 1.- Stress distrlb- 
tion in a notohed 

flat bar under tension 
(Coker and Filon). 

Figure 3.- Stress distrib- 
tion in a notohed 

flat bar under tension 
(Coker and Filon). 
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Figure 2.- Effect of bottom 
radius on stress 

concentration in a flat bar 
having V notches as shown 
in Figure 1. 
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Figure 4.- Effect of notch 
depth on stress 

concentration in a flat bar 
having semiciroular notches 
as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 5.« Effect of depth and 
radius of notch, on 

stress concentration in a flat 
notched bar (derived from Frocht). 
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Figure 6.- Effect of depth 
and radius of 

notch on stress concentra- 
tion in a flat notched bar 
(derived from Frocht). 
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FIGURE 9.—Mergence of K„ doublet on normalizing from 1700° F. 

(c) 

FIGTJBE 10.—Diffraction patterns of SAE X4130 steel, stress relieved at (a) 1000° F., 
(b) 1250° F., and (c) 1320° F., after normalizing from 1700° F. . 
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Figure 11.- Stress strain curve for SAX X4130 steel 
strip air cooled from 1700° F and stress 
i ssnO relieved at 1380° F. 
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Figure 13.- Tensile specimen. 1,3,3,4 - location 
of spots studied. 
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Figure IS.- SAE X4130 steel flat tensile 
teet specimens. 



NACA TN No. 987 Figs. 14, 15 

FIGURE 14.—Special tensile testing machine. 

FIGUEE 15.—Special tensile testing machine in position to make oblique diffraction patterns 
of duralumin tensile bar. 
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li 

II 
FIGURE 16.—Back reflection cassette and pinhole system. 

FIGUBE 17.—Back reflection camera with pinhole system in place and rocking mechanism. 
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FIGURE 18.—Diffraction pattern showing spotty silver lines. 

"j-gj. r* '    s« 

(b) (c) 

FtGUBE 19.—Diffraction patterns showing (a) too little, (b) proper amount, 
and (c) too much silver. 

FIGTJHE 20.—Typical duralumin diffraction pattern. 
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FIGURE 21.—Special tensile machine 
in position for making longitudinal 
strain diffraction patterns from 
SAE X4130 steel tensile bars. 

FIGURE 22.—Special tensile machine 
in position for making transverse 
strain diffraction patterns from 
SAE X4130 steel tensile bars. 
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SAMPLE 

(a).- Normal    Incidence 

SAMPLE 

(b).-0 blique    Incidence 

Figure 23a,b.- Focusing conditions. 
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Figure 24a.- Side view of focusing sphere showing non- 
focusing conditions for oblique incidence. 
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Figure 24b.- Top view of section through minor diameter 
of focusing sphere showing focusing condi- 

tions for oblique incidence. 
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FIGURE 25.—Comparator used in measuring steel diffraction patterns. 
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FIGURE 26.—Viewing tube for comparator used in measuring duralumin diffraction patterns. 
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LONGITUDINAL 

80 

Figs.  28,89,30 
TRANS \SE1RSE. 

0.2    04   0.6   0.8    1.0"^ '0    0.2    0.4   06    0.8 
r/G30 a DISTANCE   ACROSS   NOTCH—//V F/6^OA 

Figures 28,29,30.- Measured stress distributions in 20$ notched 
24-SH duralumin flat tensile bar. 
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Figure 31.- Proposed elastic longitudinal stress distributions in 
notched tensile test bars with increasing applied loads, 

(Sachs and Lubahn) -© w     -** 
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Figur» 33.- Residual stress distribution in 80£ notched 
24-SH duralumin flat tensile bar. 
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Figure 33.- Fiotlcious elastic stress distribution for 
33,700 psi average load in 20£ notched 24-SH 

duralumin flat tenBile bar. (Aötual distribution minus 
residual distribution) 
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Figs.   34,35 
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Figures 34,35.- Measured stress distributions in 25$ notched 
SAE X4130 steel flat tensile bar. 
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Figs.   36,37 
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Figure 36.- Residual stress distribution in 25# notched 

SAE X4130 steel flat tensile bar. 
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Figure 37.- Ficticious elastic stress distribution for 
50,000 psi average load on Zbj> notched SAE 

X4130 steel flat tensile bar. (Actual distribution minus 
residual distribution). 
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Figure 38.- Hypothetical stress distribution /or 10,500 psi 
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Figure 39.- Actual stress distribution curve for 70,000 
psi average load on 25$ notohed SAE X4130 

flat tensile bar (measured distribution plus hypothetical 
distribution). 
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Figure 40.- Residual stress distribution in 25$ notched 
SAX X4130 steel flat tensile bar. 
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residual distribution), 
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Figures 45,46.- Residual stress distribution in SAX X41S0 
steel 5% notched flat tensile bar. 
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FIGUEK 47.—Diffraction patterns from notch, bottom to centerjof specimen (top to bot- 
tom) for 50,000 psi average load on 25 percent notched SAE X4130 steel tensile specimen. 
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FIGURE 48.—Average circumferential stress values of butt-welded SAE X4130 tubing.   After 
acetylene welding, tube was machined inside and out to .050" wall thickness. 
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FIGURE 49.—Macrostructure of the weld and adjacent material, showing the various 
heat-affected zones. 
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FIGURE 52.—Direction of the incident beam for various types of exposures. 

FIGURE 53.—The goniometer used to hold the welded tube in the proper position relative to 
the X-ray beam. 
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FIGURE 54.—Illustration of the qualitative rating system used to indicate the measurability 
of X-ray films. 
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